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A Flight Dynamics Helicopter UAV Model
For A Single Pitch-Lag-Flap Main Rotor
Skander Taamallah∗†
Keywords: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), helicopter flight
dynamics; main rotor flap-lag; dynamic inflow; vortex-ring-state (VRS)
Abstract: We present a UAV helicopter flight dynamics nonlinear model
for a flybarless articulated Pitch-Lag-Flap (P-L-F) main rotor with rigid
blades, applicable for high bandwidth control specifications, for both Clock-
Wise (CW) and Counter-ClockWise (CCW) main rotor rotation, and valid
for a range of flight conditions including autorotation and the Vortex-Ring-
State (VRS). The model includes the main and tail rotors. Additionally, the
paper reviews all assumptions made in deriving the model, i.e. structural,
aerodynamics, and dynamical simplifications. Simulation results show that
the match between this model and an equivalent nonlinear FLIGHTLABR©
model is very good for static (trim) conditions, is good for dynamic condi-
tions from hover to medium speed flight, and is fair to good for dynamic
conditions at high speed. Hence, this model could potentially be used to
simulate and investigate the flight dynamics of a flybarless UAV helicopter,
including in autorotation and VRS conditions.
1 Introduction
In the past twenty years the availability of increasingly miniaturized, high
performance, reliable, and accurate sensors, together with advances in com-
puting power, has allowed for sustained research and development effort in
robotics1, flying robots, and hence Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)2.
∗Avionics Systems Department, National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR), Anthony
Fokkerweg 2, 1059 CM Amsterdam, The Netherlands (staamall@nlr.nl).
†Delft Center for Systems and Control (DCSC), Faculty of Mechanical, Maritime and
Materials Engineering, Delft University of Technology, Mekelweg 2, 2628 CD Delft, The
Netherlands.
1Robotics is a science of integration, requiring a framework for theories of traditional
disciplines and experimentation to interact [113]
2Note that industry and the regulators have now adopted UAS rather than UAV as
the preferred term for Unmanned Aircraft, as UAS encompasses all aspects of deploying
these vehicles and not just the platform itself [163]
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1.1 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
A UAV, whether fixed- or rotary-wing, is often defined as an unmanned,
powered aerial vehicle, that uses aerodynamic forces to generate lift, flies
either autonomously or under remote control, and which carries a lethal or
non-lethal payload [62].
Over the years, UAVs have been developed for both civilian and military
purposes. Their raison d’eˆtre stems from a need for real-time information.
The nature of this information spans a broad spectrum of domains: visual,
electromagnetic, physical, nuclear, biological, chemical, and meteorological.
Typically the benefits of unmanned systems have been associated with the
so-called DDD tasks: Dull (e.g. long duration), Dirty (e.g. sampling for
hazardous materials), and Dangerous (e.g. extreme exposure to hostile ac-
tion) [62].
Further many of the civilian or military missions may require deployment,
operation, and recovery from unprepared or confined sites such as within a
city and between buildings, from a naval ship, or inside a forest. Now due
to the helicopter’s versatility in maneuverability (such as hovering, vertical
takeoff/landing, and longitudinal/lateral flight), it is a particularly attrac-
tive solution for flying in and out of such restricted areas.
1.2 Helicopter flight dynamics
A helicopter is a complex system, and understanding helicopter flight has
been a continuous endeavor. Certainly helicopter nonlinear flight dynamics3
modeling has seen considerable development over the past forty years. We
refer here to the important contributions of the 1970s in [61, 93, 90, 43], of
the 1980s in [7, 92, 158, 133, 74, 170, 88, 20, 84, 50, 178], of the 1990s in
[31, 156, 79, 80, 142, 121, 3], and for the last decade in [29, 166, 14, 67].
For a single main rotor, and briefly summarized, helicopter flight dynamics
include the rigid-body responses combined with higher-frequency modes, see
for example the associated frequency range for a full-size vehicle in Fig. 1.
These higher-frequency modes are generated by the main rotor system, and
its interaction with the fuselage and other vehicle components. For flight
mechanics and control development purposes, the three most important as-
pects of these higher order rotor dynamics are blade flapping, which allows
3Without considering aspects related to Inverse Simulation, Higher Harmonic Control
(HHC), and Individual Blade Control (IBC)
2
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Figure 1: Helicopter frequency spectrum (from [33])
the blade to move in a plane containing the blade and the shaft, blade lead-
lag, which allows the blade to move in the plane of rotation, and rotor inflow,
which is the flow field induced by the rotor at the rotor disk.
Already since th early 1950s it had been known that including flapping dy-
namics in a helicopter flight model could produce limitations in rate and
attitude feedback gains [63]. In fact blade flapping motion has three nat-
ural modes, i.e. coning, advancing, and regressing. The regressing flap-
ping mode is the most important concerning the effect of rotor dynamics
on the handling characteristics of a helicopter, it is the lowest frequency
mode of the three, and it has a tendency to couple into the fuselage modes
[76, 116, 44, 49, 54, 37, 55].
Concerning blade lead-lag dynamics, it was found that for helicopter di-
rectional axis control, lead-lag motion ought to be considered for control
system design [114]. In particular it was found that blade lead-lag produced
increased phase lag at high frequency, in the same frequency range where
flapping effects occur [54], and that control rate gains were primarily limited
by lead-lag-body coupling [54, 161].
Regarding the induced rotor flow, this latter contributes to the local blade
incidence and dynamic pressure. It was found that it played a key role in
destabilizing the flapping mode, which may result in a large initial overshoot
in the vertical acceleration response, to an abrupt input in the collective
pitch [48, 54]. In fact for full-size helicopters, frequencies of inflow dynamics
are of the same order of magnitude as those of rotor blade flapping and
lead-lag modes. Hence inflow dynamics can have a significant influence on
the performance of a main rotor system [48, 54]. Additionally wake bending
during maneuvering flight may significantly change inflow distribution over
3
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Dynamics
Medium High
Bandwidth Bandwidth
Validity
Hover & Low Speed (H-LS) Level A Level B1
H-LS & Aggressive Maneuvers (AM) Level B2
H-LS & AM & VRS Level C
Table 1: Helicopter UAV - Model Complexity
the rotor, giving rise to a sign reversal in the off-axis response [138]. This
phenomenon is known as the off-axis response [99].
For manned helicopters, extensive discussions covering the various levels of
required model complexity can be found in [12, 121]. In [50], a general
definition of helicopter model sophistication was also formulated, which we
have slightly modified and adapted in this paper, see Table 1, to conve-
niently describe helicopter (mini-)UAV model complexity, by the following
two factors
• Dynamics. The levels of detail in representing the dynamics of the
helicopter. This factor determines the validity of the model in terms
of the frequency range of applicability
• Validity. The levels of sophistication in calculating the helicopter
forces, moments, and inflow. This factor determines the domain of
validity in the flight envelope
Where theDynamics field is divided into medium and high bandwidths, with
medium and high defined with reference to flight dynamics for control. The
medium level refers to models where the main inflow dynamics, blade flap
and/or lag dynamics are either omitted or elementary modeled. The high
level refers to models which do account, in a relatively detailed way, for most
of those effects. Further the Validity field is divided into three levels: hover
and low speed, aggressive/aerobatic maneuvers, and VRS flight conditions.
1.3 Helicopter UAVs
In the past fifteen to twenty years, there has been considerable worldwide
activity in research related to automatic flight of (mini-)UAVs, particularly
at academia and various research institutions, for both fixed- and rotary-
wing aircrafts. This research effort was mainly fourfold, on modeling, model
validation, navigation and data fusion, and control development. And it
is probably fair to say that a significant part of this research has concen-
trated on the development of control design methodologies. This said, in
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the area of helicopter UAV flight dynamics and modeling, one of the major
contributions was undoubtedly that of B. Mettler [113]. Helicopter mod-
eling continues to be seen as a non-trivial exercise, and as stated in [113],
the development of a model that is at once sufficiently accurate and simple
enough for practical control design remains a challenging task.
Additionally small-scale helicopters exhibit higher bandwidth, and higher
sensitivity to control inputs and disturbances when compared to their full-
size counterparts, primarily since for small-scale helicopters the stiffness of
the rotor hub and blades is considerably larger than that of full-sized heli-
copters.
In terms of helicopter UAV modeling4 for control synthesis, the level A class
(see Table 1) has undeniably provided for quick and reasonably good results.
The usual robustness-performance trade-off, which guarantees high robust-
ness in return for lower performance, allowed to demonstrate hover and low
speed flight for medium bandwidth system specifications, see [122, 117, 171,
28, 52, 96, 73, 40, 167, 177, 100].
On the other hand, for higher bandwidth5 system specifications at conven-
tional flying conditions, it is necessary to accurately model the higher order
rotor dynamics [89, 57]. Model-based examples for the B1 class include
[68, 102, 118, 151, 51, 53, 159, 60, 153, 75, 30, 59, 39, 10], and non-model6-
based examples include [18, 38, 120, 65], while vision based systems have
been reported in [9, 149, 143, 145, 146, 22].
Some researchers have pushed the boundaries further, i.e. class B2, through
the combination of detailed models and advanced control strategies, demon-
strating model-based aggressive/aerobatic maneuvers [71, 113, 111], and for
non-model-based methods see [119, 5]. Actually from a modeling point of
view, the separation between classes B1 and B2 is rather artificial, since most
of the models presented in level B1 could potentially be used to demonstrate
aerobatic maneuvers, provided adequate control strategies are implemented.
Finally for the case of high bandwidth control system specifications, the
final step aims at extending the flight envelope towards unusual flight con-
4In the sequel, and due to time and space constraints, we only review contributions in
the field of helicopter UAV flight dynamics, excluding thus system identification, naviga-
tion, and control
5Higher bandwidth specifications may be necessary in case higher performance, for
example aggressive maneuvering, are required. Further atmospheric disturbances such as
gusts act as unmeasurable input disturbances, which require high control bandwidth to
be effectively rejected [113]
6Such as machine learning, adaptive and intelligent control
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ditions, such as for high sink rates, in the vortex-ring-state (VRS)7, or in
autorotation, see class C. For example, 3-D automatic autorotation of a he-
licopter UAV was successfully demonstrated, albeit from a non-model-based
approach, in [4].
Now to the best of our knowledge, none of the previous UAV flight dynamics
models are valid for flight in steep descent or the VRS.
1.4 Our research model
The purpose of our work is to present a class C flight dynamics model for a
small-scale helicopter UAV flight dynamics model for a flybarless, i.e. with-
out a Bell-Hiller stabilizing bar, articulated Pitch-Lag-Flap (P-L-F) main
rotor with rigid blades, applicable for high bandwidth control specifications,
for both ClockWise (CW) and Counter-ClockWise (CCW)8 main rotor ro-
tation, and valid for a range of flight conditions including the Vortex-Ring-
State (VRS). The model includes the two most relevant helicopter compo-
nents, i.e. the main and tail rotors; other components such as fuselage and
tail may be added at a later stage.
The nonlinear dynamic model includes the twelve-states rigid body equa-
tions of motion, the four-states/blade flap/lag angles and flap/lag rotational
velocities, the three-states dynamic inflow, and the single-state main rotor
Revolutions Per Minute (RPM). Thus, for a two-bladed helicopter main ro-
tor, the full model includes twenty-four-states, while for a three-bladed heli-
copter main rotor, the full model includes twenty-eight-states. Besides, the
model accommodates for an off-axis response correction factor, for flight in
the VRS, and for deterministic9 wind linear velocity inputs. Static ground
effect has been accounted for by a correction factor applied to the non-
dimensional total velocity at the rotor disk center. Further, computation of
main rotor forces is done numerically through Gaussian quadrature integra-
tion, using a low order Legendre polynomial scheme. For the tail rotor, this
latter has been modeled as a Bailey type rotor. Finally the paper reviews all
assumptions made in deriving the model, i.e. structural, aerodynamics, and
dynamical simplifications, which are valid for stability and control investi-
gations of helicopters up to an advance ratio limit10 of about 0.3 [148, 43, 44].
The paper presents a detailed review of all assumptions made in deriving the
7For a review of the VRS and autorotation see [154]
8ClockWise and Counter ClockWise main rotor rotation. CCW rotation is common to
American, British, German, Italian, and Japanese helicopter designs. While CW rotation
is standard on Chinese, French, Indian, Polish and Russian helicopters designs
9Stochastic atmospheric turbulence will be added at a later stage
10The flight envelope of small-scale helicopters is well within this limit
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model, i.e. structural, aerodynamics, and dynamical simplifications. These
assumptions are valid for stability and control investigations of helicopters
up to an advance ratio of about 0.3 [148, 43, 44].
A novel contribution of this paper is the derivation of the coupled flap-lag
equations of motion for a rigid articulated (P-L-F) rotor, with hinge springs
and viscous dampers, for both CW and CCW rotating main rotor, with all
hinges physically separated. The equations were obtained by the Lagrangian
method, which requires only velocity and position terms, and is much more
convenient for overall system modeling. The flap-lag equations of motion are
valid for small flap, lag, and pitch angles. Further the exact tangential and
perpendicular blade velocity expressions have been used, hence full coupling
between vehicle and blade dynamics is modeled.
Simulation results show that the nonlinear model is in good agreement with
an equivalent nonlinear FLIGHTLAB model [14], for static (trim) condi-
tions, and for dynamic conditions in hover and low to medium speed (up to
10 m/s). Hence the present model could potentially be used to investigate
UAV flight in the VRS. For the VRS case, thrust fluctuations as given in
[95] could be added at a later stage, as flight test data becomes available.
Finally if additional simplifications are introduced, this model could also be
exploited for the development of nonlinear control schemes.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the rigid body equations of
motion are expressed. In Section 3, the main rotor model is presented. In
Section 4, the tail rotor model is presented. In Section 5, simulation results
are discussed. Finally, conclusions and future directions are presented in
Section 6.
2 Rigid body equations of motion
We present the equations that describe a vehicle motion as a rigid body with
six degrees of freedom, free to move in the atmosphere. The notation and
equations outlined here are derived from the comprehensive reference [34].
The nomenclature is given in Appendix A, and for a description of frames
and frame transformations see Appendix C.
First we present the various assumptions made in deriving the equations.
2.1 Assumptions
We have
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• The vehicle has a longitudinal plane of symmetry
• The vehicle has constant mass, inertia, and CG position, hence fuel
consumption and/or payload pickup/release are neglected
• The vehicle is a rigid system, i.e. it does not contain any flexible
structures, hence the time derivative of the inertia matrix is zero
• Variations of helicopter CG locations due to main rotor blades position
are neglected
• The vehicle height above ground is very small compared to the earth
radius, implying a gravitation independent of height and thus constant
• The center of mass and center of gravity CG are identical for a constant
gravity field
• The earth is fixed and flat
• For a flat and fixed earth, there is no longer a distinction between
the directions of gravitational force and the force of gravity, hence the
external force becomes the force of gravity. For further details on the
geoid earth and gravity see [34, 115]
• Gravity is also a function of latitude, for all practical purpose we will
consider the medium latitudes of 52◦ giving g = 9.812 m/s2
• Finally we neglect the effect of buoyancy or Armichedes force, which
is negligible with respect to all other forces
2.2 Modeling
The standard rigid body equations of motion are given by the following
twelve-state set of equations [34]

 x˙Nx˙E
x˙Z

 =

 VNVE
VZ

 (1)

 u˙v˙
w˙

 = −

 q.w − r.vr.u− p.w
p.v − q.u

+ g.

 − sin θcos θ sinφ
cos θ cosφ

+ Faero,GFus
mFus
b
(2)

 p˙q˙
r˙

 = I−1Fus.
[
Mbaero,GFus −

 pq
r

× [IFus.

 pq
r

]
]
(3)
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
 φ˙θ˙
ψ˙

 =

 1 sin θ. sinφcos θ sin θ. cosφcos θ0 cosφ − sinφ
0 sinφcos θ
cosφ
cos θ

 .

 pq
r

 (4)
With Fbaero,GFus the aerodynamic forces experienced by the fuselage CG in
the body frame Fb. AndM
b
aero,GFus
the moments of the aerodynamic forces
expressed at the fuselage CG in frame Fb.
Further we have

 VNVE
VZ

 = Tob.

 uv
w

 (5)
3 The main rotor
As stated in [110], the main rotor is the single most important helicopter
module of any component-type mathematical model. Hence the sophistica-
tion and accuracy of the rotor module largely determines the sophistication
and accuracy of the entire model.
In a fully articulated rotor system, each rotor blade is attached to the rotor
hub through a series of hinges, which allow the blade to move independently
of the others. The blades are allowed to feather (pitch), flap, and lead-lag
independently of each other [98, 2].
Often small-scale helicopters have rotor hubs which include a feathering
hinge close to the shaft, and a lead-lag hinge a little further away, hence a
Pitch-Lag (P-L) hinge arrangement. The lead-lag hinge may have stiffness
and damping, depending on the blade-lead-lag hinge attachment mecha-
nism. Further small-scale helicopter hubs are typically not equipped with
a flap hinge, the hinge may often be replaced by stiff rubber rings, hence
a hingeless flap mechanism. But for the purpose of modeling, it is stan-
dard practice in helicopter theory to model a hingeless rotor and its flexible
blades as a rotor having rigid blades with the blades attached to a virtual
flap hinge [121], offset from the main rotor axis. Additionally the virtual
hinge is modeled as a torsional spring, implying thus stiffness and damping.
It is therefore by adjusting the virtual hinge offset distance, and the virtual
hinge stiffness and damping constants that we can recreate the correct blade
flap motion, in terms of amplitude and frequency [35, 108].
9
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Now for the purpose of modeling a generic helicopter UAV main rotor, we
have chosen to select an articulated Pitch-Lag-Flap (P-L-F) hinge arrange-
ment, placing the virtual flap hinge outboard of the lag hinge. This config-
uration allows for unrestricted flap hinge displacement outboard of the lag
hinge, while keeping the option of having the pitch and lag hinge offsets at
their current physical values. Note also that since our UAV is not equipped
with a Hiller stabilizer bar, this latter will not be included in the main rotor
model.
Next we present the various assumptions made in deriving the equations.
3.1 Assumptions
These include blade element theory, momentum theory, and additional as-
sumptions and simplifications listed hereunder. As mentioned in [148, 43,
44], these assumptions are valid for stability and control investigations of
helicopters for an advance ratio µ < 0.3 (the UAV maximum speed is well
below this limit).
Structural simplifications
• Rotor shaft forward and lateral tilt-angles, with respect to the body
frame, are zero
• Rigid rotor blade in bending. Neglecting higher modes (harmonics),
since higher modes are only pronounced at high speed [121, 72]
• Blade torsion is neglected, since the helicopter UAV blades are as-
sumed to be relatively stiff
• Blade has zero twist, constant chord, zero sweep, constant thickness
ratio, and has a uniform mass distribution
• Rotor inertia between shaft and flap hinge is assumed small and thus
neglected
Aerodynamics simplifications
• Vehicle flies at a low altitude, hence neglecting air density and tem-
perature variations
• Blade element theory is used. Blade element theory calculates the
forces on the blade due to its motion through the air. It is assumed
that each blade section acts as a two-dimensional airfoil to produce
aerodynamic forces, with the influence of the wake and the rest of the
rotor contained entirely in an induced angle of attack at the blade
section [98]. This method is used to compute rotor lift and drag forces
10
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• Radial flow along blade span is ignored
• Momentum theory is used. Momentum theory states that the total
force acting on a control volume is equal to the rate of change of
momentum, and by momentum we mean the sum of flux, i.e. mass
flow, entering and leaving this control volume [98, 36]. In this case,
the rotor is modeled as an infinitely11 thin actuator disk over which
a pressure difference exists and inducing a constant velocity along the
axis of rotation [36]. This method is used to compute the uniform
inflow component at the rotor shaft position
• Pitch, lag, and flap angles are assumed to be small
• Reversed flow region is ignored. The reverse flow region occupies a
small disk inboard, on the retreating side, where the air flows actually
over the blade from trailing to leading edge. Now up to moderate
forward speeds µ < 0.3, and since the dynamic pressure in the reverse
flow region is also low, the reverse flow region may be neglected [36]
• Compressibility effects are disregarded, which is a reasonable assump-
tion at low forward speed [121]
• Viscous flow effects are disregarded, which is a valid assumption for
low angle of attacks and un-separated flows [150, 11]
Dynamical simplifications
• A balanced rotor is assumed. In general most of the inertial terms,
contributing to main rotor moments, vanish when integrated around
2pi azimuth. However these terms should be retained when evaluating
rotor out-of-balance loads [90]
• Dynamic twist12 is neglected. Hence blade CG is assumed to be lo-
cated on the blade section quarter chord line13
• Unsteady (frequency dependent) effect for time-dependent develop-
ment of blade lift and pitching moment, due to changes in local in-
cidence are ignored. For example dynamic stall, due to rapid pitch
changes, is ignored
11Equivalent to considering an infinite number of blades of zero thickness, hence also
called the ideal rotor
12Any offset in blade chordwise CG or aerodynamic center position will result in a
coupling of the flap and torsion DOF in blade elastic modes [121]
13Even though in practice the blade CG should even be forward of the blade section
quarter chord line as to avoid pitch-flap flutter [36]
11
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3.2 Position of a blade element
In the Hub-Body frame FHB , see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the position of a blade
element dm is given by

 xdmydm
zdm


HB
= T(HB)6

T54

T32
(
T1(bl)

 0rdm
0

+

 0eF
0

)+

 0eL
0




+

 0eP
0



 (6)
Expanding the previous equation (and using the CW/CCW switch Γ such
that Γ2 = 1) we get the position of a blade element outboard of the flap
hinge as
HPdm =

 xdmydm
zdm


HB
=


− cosψbl
(
eL + eP + cos ζbl
(
eF + rdm cos βbl
))
−Γ cosψbl
(
cos θbl sin ζbl
(
eF + rdm cos βbl
)
+ rdm sin βbl sin θbl
)
−rdm cos θbl sin βbl
− sinψbl
(
cos θbl sin ζbl
(
eF + rdm cos βbl
)
+ rdm sin βbl sin θbl
)
+Γ sinψbl
(
eL + eP + cos ζbl
(
eF + rdm cos βbl
))
+
(
eF + rdm cos βbl
)
sin ζbl sin θbl


(7)
And the inertial position of a blade element dm in the inertial frame FI is
given by
APdm = AG+GH+HPdm = AG+

 xHyH
zH

+

 xdmydm
zdm

 (8)
3.3 Velocity of a blade element
The inertial velocity of a blade element dm positioned at Pdm, is defined as
VI,Pdm relative to the inertial frame FI , using eq (8) we get
12
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VI,Pdm =
dAPdm
I
dt
=
dAGI
dt
+
dGHI
dt
+
dHPdm
I
dt
(9)
Projecting the previous expression in the Hub-Body frame FHB we obtain
VHBI,Pdm =
(
dAGI
dt
)HB
+
(
dGHI
dt
)HB
+
(
dHPdm
I
dt
)HB
(10)
For the first term on the right-hand side of eq (10), and in the case of a flat
and fixed earth, we have
(
dAGI
dt
)HB
= T(HB)oV
o
k,G = T(HB)o

 VNVE
VZ


o
(11)
For the second term on the right-hand side of eq (10) we have
(
dGHI
dt
)HB
=
(
dGHb
dt
)HB
+ΩHBbI ×GHHB (12)
Where × denotes the cross product between two vectors.
Here the first term on the right-hand side of eq (12) is zero since the hub
center H is fixed in body frame Fb. We further can express the second term
on the right-hand side of eq (12) as
ΩHBbI ×GHHB =
(
T(HB)bΩ
b
bI
)
×
(
T(HB)bGH
b
)
(13)
Since the earth is fixed, we obtain
(
dGHI
dt
)HB
=

T(HB)b

 pq
r



×

T(HB)b

 xHyH
zH


b

 (14)
With
13
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ΩbbI =

 pq
r

 (15)
For the third term on the right-hand side of eq (10) we have
(
dHPdm
I
dt
)HB
=
(
dHPdm
HB
dt
)HB
+ΩHB(HB)I ×HPdmHB
=
d
dt

 xdmydm
zdm


HB
+ΩHB(HB)I ×

 xdmydm
zdm


HB
(16)
With
ΩHB(HB)I = Ω
HB
(HB)b +Ω
HB
bI (17)
And the first term on the right-hand side of eq (17) is zero since frame FHB
is fixed wrt frame Fb. Additionally we have Ω
HB
bI = T(HB)bΩ
b
bI
Regrouping terms, eq (11), eq (14), eq (16) eq (17), we can express the
inertial velocity of a blade element dm in the Hub-Body frame FHB as
VHBI,Pdm = T(HB)b.Tbo

 VNVE
VZ


o
+
d
dt

 xdmydm
zdm


HB
+

T(HB)b

 pq
r



×

T(HB)b

 xHyH
zH


b
+

 xdmydm
zdm


HB

 (18)
Since rotor shaft forward and lateral tilt-angles are zero, we get T(HB)b = I
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Expanding eq (18) we get for the x-component of the inertial velocity of a
blade element dm, in frame FHB
uHBI,Pdm = u
+ΩMR
(
sinψbl[eL + eP + cos ζbl(eF + rdm cos βbl)]
− cosψbl[cos θbl sin ζbl(eF + rdm cos βbl) + rdm sin βbl sin θbl]
)
+ ˙ζbl(eF + rdm cos βbl)[cosψbl sin ζbl − sinψbl cos θbl cos ζbl]
+ β˙blrdm[cosψbl cos ζbl sin βbl + sinψbl(cos θbl sin ζbl sin βbl − cos βbl sin θbl)]
+ ˙θbl sinψbl[sin θbl sin ζbl(eF + rdm cos βbl)− rdm sin βbl cos θbl]
+ q
(
zH − rdm cos θbl sin βbl
+ (eF + rdm cos βbl) sin ζbl sin θbl
)
− r
(
yH − Γ cosψbl(cos θbl sin ζbl(eF + rdm cos βbl)
+ rdm sin βbl sin θbl)
+ Γ sinψbl(eL + eP + cos ζbl(eF + rdm cos βbl))
)
(19)
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The y-component of the inertial velocity of a blade element dm, in frame
FHB is
vHBI,Pdm = v
+ΩMRΓ
(
(eL + eP ) cosψbl + rdm sinψbl sin βbl sin θbl
+ (eF + rdm cos βbl)(cosψbl cos ζbl + sinψbl cos θbl sin ζbl)
)
− ˙ζblΓ(eF + rdm cos βbl)[cosψbl cos ζbl cos θbl + sinψbl sin ζbl]
+β˙blrdmΓ(cosψbl cos θbl sin ζbl sin βbl−cosψbl cos βbl sin θbl−sinψbl cos ζbl sin βbl)
+ ˙θblΓ cosψbl[sin θbl sin ζbl(eF + rdm cos βbl)− rdm sin βbl cos θbl]
− p
(
zH −
(
rdm cos θbl sin βbl
− (eF + rdm cos βbl) sin ζbl sin θbl
))
+ r
(
xH −
(
cosψbl(eL + eP + cos ζbl(eF + rdm cosβbl))
+ sinψbl(cos θbl sin ζbl(eF + rdm cos βbl)
+ rdm sinβbl sin θbl)
))
(20)
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And the z-component of the inertial velocity of a blade element dm, in frame
FHB is
wHBI,Pdm = w
+ ˙ζbl cos ζbl sin θbl(eF + rdm cosβbl)
− β˙blrdm(cos βbl cos θbl + sin βbl sin ζbl sin θbl)
+ ˙θbl[rdm sin θbl sin βbl + (eF + rdm cos βbl) sin ζbl cos θbl]
+ p
(
yH − Γ cosψbl(cos θbl sin ζbl(eF + rdm cosβbl)
+ rdm sin βbl sin θbl)
+ Γ sinψbl(eL + eP + cos ζbl(eF + rdm cos βbl))
)
− q
(
xH − cosψbl(eL + eP + cos ζbl(eF + rdm cos βbl))
− sinψbl(cos θbl sin ζbl(eF + rdm cos βbl)
+ rdm sinβbl sin θbl)
)
(21)
These expressions are valid for both CW and CCW rotating main rotor,
through the switch Γ.
3.4 Flap-Lag equations of motion
Coupled flap-lag equations of motion for (F-L-P)14, (F-P-L), and (L-F-P)
hinge arrangements, with hinge springs and viscous dampers, have been de-
scribed for a CCW rotor in [45]. A novel contribution of this paper is the
derivation of the coupled flap-lag equations of motion for a rigid articulated
(P-L-F) rotor, with hinge springs and viscous dampers, for both CW and
CCW rotating main rotor, with all hinges physically separated.
The presented flap-lag equations of motion are valid for small flap, lag, and
pitch angles. Further the exact tangential and perpendicular blade velocity
expressions have been used, hence full coupling between vehicle and blade
dynamics is modeled. Additionally main rotor RPM variation was allowed,
since it is known that the effective helicopter vertical damping and low fre-
quency rigid-body modes may be affected by main rotor RPM [47, 91].
14Flap-Lag-Pitch
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The equations were obtained by the Lagrangian method [172], which re-
quires only velocity and position terms, and is much more convenient for
overall system modeling. For an in-depth review of the flap-lag equations of
motion, through the Lagrangian method, see [45, 179, 89].
From the Lagrangian method we have
d
dt
(
∂KE
∂ ˙ζbl
)
− ∂KE
∂ζbl
= Qζbl (22a)
d
dt
(
∂KE
∂β˙bl
)
− ∂KE
∂βbl
= Qβbl (22b)
WithKE the kinetic energy of a single rotor blade, ζbl the blade lag angle, βbl
the blade flap angle, and Qζbl , Qβbl the generalized forces. These generalized
forces include the effect of gravity, aerodynamic forces, and forces due to
spring damping and stiffness.
Qζbl = Qζbl,G +Qζbl,A +Qζbl,D +Qζbl,S (23a)
Qβbl = Qβbl,G +Qβbl,A +Qβbl,D +Qβbl,S (23b)
The kinetic energy of a single rotor blade is given by
KE =
1
2
∫ Rbl
0
VHBI,Pdm
T
.VHBI,Pdmdm (24)
Where the limits of integration are from the flap hinge, i.e. 0, to the blade
tip, i.e. Rbl. The kinetic energy associated with the blade segment inboard
of the flap hinge is neglected.
Determination of the generalized forces requires first the calculation the
virtual work of an individual contributing external force, associated with its
respective virtual flapping and lead-lag displacements. Let FXi , FYi , FZi be
the components of the ith external force Fi, acting on the blade element
dm in frame FHB . Then the resulting elemental virtual work done by this
external force due to the virtual flapping and lag displacements ∂βbl and
∂ζbl is given by
dWi = FXidxdm + FYidydm + FZidzdm (25)
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Where dxdm, dydm, dzdm are given by
dxdm =
∂xdm
∂βbl
∂βbl +
∂xdm
∂ζbl
∂ζbl (26a)
dydm =
∂ydm
∂βbl
∂βbl +
∂ydm
∂ζbl
∂ζbl (26b)
dzdm =
∂zdm
∂βbl
∂βbl +
∂zdm
∂ζbl
∂ζbl (26c)
Now, summing up the elemental virtual work over the appropriate blade
span results in the total virtual work Wi due to external force Fi
Wi =
∫ Rbl
0
(
FXi
∂xdm
∂βbl
+ FYi
∂ydm
∂βbl
+ FZi
∂zdm
∂βbl
)
∂βbl
+
∫ Rbl
0
(
FXi
∂xdm
∂ζbl
+ FYi
∂ydm
∂ζbl
+ FZi
∂zdm
∂ζbl
)
∂ζbl (27)
Which is equivalent to
Wi = Qβbl,i.∂βbl +Qζbl,i.∂ζbl (28)
3.4.1 Inertia dynamics
We can rewrite the first term on the left-hand side of eq (22a) as
d
dt
(
∂KE
∂ ˙ζbl
)
=
d
dt
(
∂
∂ ˙ζbl
1
2
∫ Rbl
0
VHBI,Pdm
T
.VHBI,Pdmdm
)
(29)
And since the limits of integration are constant, with Leibniz integral rule,
the former expression is equal to
1
2
∫ Rbl
0
d
dt
∂
∂ ˙ζbl
(
VHBI,Pdm
T
.VHBI,Pdm
)
dm (30)
Eq (30) is equivalent to
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∫ Rbl
0
d
dt
(
VHBI,Pdm
T
.
∂
∂ ˙ζbl
VHBI,Pdm
)
dm =
∫ Rbl
0
[
VHBI,Pdm
T
.
d
dt
∂
∂ ˙ζbl
VHBI,Pdm +
d
dt
(
VI,Pdm
T
)
.
∂
∂ ˙ζbl
VHBI,Pdm
]
dm (31)
With
d
dt
∂
∂ ˙ζbl
V
FI
I,Pdm
=
d
dt
∂
∂ ˙ζbl
VHBI,Pdm +Ω(HB)I ×
∂
∂ ˙ζbl
VI,Pdm (32)
We can rewrite the second term on the left-hand side of eq (22a) as
−∂KE
∂ζbl
= − ∂
∂ζbl
1
2
∫ Rbl
0
VHBI,Pdm
T
.VHBI,Pdmdm (33)
Again since the limits of integration are constant, with Leibniz integral rule,
the former expression is equal to
−1
2
∫ Rbl
0
∂
∂ζbl
(
VHBI,Pdm
T
.VHBI,Pdm
)
dm = −
∫ Rbl
0
VHBI,Pdm
T
.
∂
∂ζbl
VHBI,Pdmdm
(34)
Now summing the previous results we can provide an expression for the
left-hand side of eq (22a), i.e. the blade lead-lag equations of motion, as
d
dt
(
∂KE
∂ ˙ζbl
)
− ∂KE
∂ζbl
=
∫ Rbl
0
VHBI,Pdm
T
.
d
dt
∂
∂ ˙ζbl
VHBI,Pdmdm
+
∫ Rbl
0
d
dt
(
VI,Pdm
T
)
.
∂
∂ ˙ζbl
VHBI,Pdmdm−
∫ Rbl
0
VHBI,Pdm
T
.
∂
∂ζbl
VHBI,Pdmdm
(35)
Similarly for the flap equations of motion, the left-hand side of eq (22b), we
get
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d
dt
(
∂KE
∂β˙bl
)
− ∂KE
∂βbl
=
∫ Rbl
0
VHBI,Pdm
T
.
d
dt
∂
∂β˙bl
VHBI,Pdmdm
+
∫ Rbl
0
d
dt
(
VI,Pdm
T
)
.
∂
∂β˙bl
VHBI,Pdmdm−
∫ Rbl
0
VHBI,Pdm
T
.
∂
∂βbl
VHBI,Pdmdm
(36)
Where the components of the velocity vector VHBI,Pdm have been computed
in eq (19), eq (20), and eq (21).
We can now reformulate eq (22), using eq (35) and eq (36), to give the
four-state nonlinear flap-lag equations of motion as follows
d
dt


β˙bl
˙ζbl
βbl
ζbl

 = A−1.

−B.


β˙bl
˙ζbl
βbl
ζbl

−


F1
F2
0
0

+


Qβbl
Qζbl
0
0



 (37)
With the following matrices
A =


Iβ 0 0 0
0 (e2F .Mbl + 2eF .C0 + Iβ) 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (38)
B =


0 B12 0 0
B21 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0

 (39)
With Mbl, C0, and Iβ defined in Appendix D, and matrix components B12,
B21, F1, and F2 defined in Appendix E. Note that these last four terms are
also functions of ( ˙ζbl βbl ζbl). The generalized forces Qβbl and Qζbl are given
next in eq (49), eq (50), eq (51), eq (52), eq (53), eq (54), eq (68), and
eq (71).
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3.4.2 Flap angle as a Fourier series
Blade motion is 2pi periodic around the azimuth and may hence be expanded
as an infinite Fourier series [72, 98].
For the flap angle, this gives
βbl(ψbl) = β0 + β1c cosψbl + β1s sinψbl + β2c cos 2ψbl + β2s sin 2ψbl + ... (40)
For full-scale helicopters, it is well known that the magnitude of the flap
second harmonic are less than 10% the magnitude of the flap first harmonic
[113, 72]. We assume that this is also the case for small-scale helicopters.
Therefore we neglect second and higher harmonics in the Fourier series, we
get
βbl(ψbl) ≃ β0 + β1c cosψbl + β1s sinψbl (41)
The first harmonic representation of the blade motion defines the rotor tip-
path-plane (TPP). This type of motion results in a cone-shaped rotor, with
the top of the cone being the TPP. The non-periodic term β0 describes the
so-called coning angle, and the coefficients of the first harmonic β1c and β1s
describe the tilting of the rotor TPP, in the longitudinal and lateral direc-
tions respectively.
Now in steady-state operation of the rotor, the flap coefficients β0, β1c, β1s
may be considered constant over a full 2pi blade revolution. Hence a steady-
state periodic solution in the form of a Fourier series as given in eq (41) may
be found through a least-squares solution, see for example [15]. Obviously
this solution would not be adequate for transient situations such as during
a maneuver [107]. Hence we compute here the instantaneous TPP angles,
at each new blade azimuth. For a three-bladed rotor, one azimuth position
for each blade is sufficient to find the three coefficients β0, β1c, and β1s. For
a two-bladed rotor, a least-squares solution based on two azimuth positions
per blade becomes then necessary.
3.4.3 Virtual displacement of a blade element
The virtual displacement, in the Hub-Body frame, of a blade element out-
board of the flap hinge is obtained, using eq (26) and eq (7) as follows
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
 dxdmdydm
dzdm


HB
= rdm.dP
HB
β,r .∂βbl + rdm.dP
HB
ζ,r .∂ζbl + dP
HB
ζ,r¯ .∂ζbl (42)
With
dPHBβ,r =


cosψbl cos ζbl sin βbl + sinψbl
(
cos θbl sin ζbl sin βbl − cos βbl sin θbl
)
Γ
(
cosψbl
(
cos θbl sin ζbl sin βbl − cos βbl sin θbl
)
− sinψbl cos ζbl sinβbl
)
− cos θbl cos βbl − sin ζbl sin θbl sin βbl


(43)
dPHBζ,r = cos βbl


(
cosψbl sin ζbl − sinψbl cos θbl cos ζbl
)
−Γ
(
cosψbl cos θbl cos ζbl + sinψbl sin ζbl
)
cos ζbl sin θbl

 (44)
dPHBζ,r¯ = eF


(
cosψbl sin ζbl − sinψbl cos θbl cos ζbl
)
−Γ
(
cosψbl cos θbl cos ζbl + sinψbl sin ζbl
)
cos ζbl sin θbl

 (45)
3.4.4 Generalized forces: gravity
The gravity force acting on a blade element with mass dm can be expressed
in the Hub-Body frame FHB as
FHBGbl = T(HB)o

 00
g.dm


o
(46)
Using eq (106) we get
FHBGbl = g.dm.

 A1A2
A3

 (47)
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Where we have used the following constants
A1 = − sin θ
A2 = cos θ sinφ
A3 = cos θ cosφ
(48)
Substituting eq (47) and eq (42) into eq (27), the desired generalized forces
due to gravity, outboard of the flap hinge, are obtained as follows
Qβbl,G = g.C0.
(
A1 cosψbl cos ζbl sin βbl +A1 sinψbl cos θbl sin ζbl sin βbl
−A1 sinψbl cosβbl sin θbl +A2Γ cosψbl cos θbl sin ζbl sin βbl
−A2Γ cosψbl cosβbl sin θbl −A2Γ sinψbl cos ζbl sin βbl
−A3 cos θbl cos βbl −A3 sin ζbl sin θbl sin βbl
)
(49)
Qζbl,G = g.
(
eF .Mbl+C0 cos βbl
)(
A1 cosψbl sin ζbl−A1 sinψbl cos θbl cos ζbl
−A2Γ cosψbl cos θbl cos ζbl −A2Γ sinψbl sin ζbl +A3 cos ζbl sin θbl
)
(50)
Where Mbl and C0 are defined in Appendix D.
3.4.5 Generalized forces: hub damping
We will assume here hinge springs with viscous dampers.
The generalized forces corresponding to the spring dampers can be obtained
directly from the potential energy of the hub dampers dissipation functions
[172, 45].
Qβbl,D = −KDβ .β˙bl (51)
Similarly we obtain
Qζbl,D = −KDζ . ˙ζbl (52)
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3.4.6 Generalized forces: hub spring restraints
Similarly the generalized forces corresponding to the spring restraints can
be obtained directly from the potential energy of the hub springs [172, 45].
Qβbl,S = −KSβ .(βbl − βP ) (53)
Where we have subtracted the precone angle βP , see [98]. Here an approx-
imation is made since we have neglected the effect of the precone angle in
the left-hand side of the flap-lag equations of motion.
Finally we also have
Qζbl,S = −KSζ .ζbl (54)
3.4.7 Generalized forces: aerodynamic
Blade element velocities A blade element located at a radius rdm from
the flap hinge is analyzed. The flow velocities perpendicular and tangential
to the reference frame Fref are named UP and UT . They represent the ve-
locities of a blade element dm as if this element was fixed in space, while
the air flows around it, see Fig. 2.
First we express the rotor hub aerodynamic velocity in the Hub-Body frame
as
VHBa,G =

 uI,PdmvI,Pdm
wI,Pdm


HB
− T(HB)o

 uwvw
ww


o
(55)
With uHBI,Pdm, v
HB
I,Pdm
, and wHBI,Pdm given in eq (19), eq (20), eq (21), and u
o
w,
vow, and w
o
w the components of the wind velocity vector in frame Fo.
Then we have
UP =

 00
1


T
.T(ref)(HB).
{
−VHBa,G + T(HB)(TPP )

 00
vi


TPP }
(56)
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With vi the rotor induced velocity defined in eq (81). And further
UT = −

 10
0


T
.T(ref)(HB).V
HB
a,G (57)
Note that we do not consider the spanwise (along axis ybl) velocity.
Inflow angle The inflow angle φbl is presented in Fig. 2 and is defined as
follows.
For the case of a CCW rotor, i.e. Γ = 1, we have
φbl = − arctan UPUT if UT < 0
φbl = sign(UP ).
pi
2 + arctan
UT
UP
if 0 ≤ UT (58)
For the case of a CW rotor, i.e. Γ = −1, we have
φbl = arctan
UP
UT
if 0 < UT
φbl = sign(UP ).
pi
2 − arctan UTUP if UT ≤ 0
(59)
Elementary forces Here we consider the flow over a blade element, this
is why the accompanying theory is named blade element method/theory.
The magnitude of the elementary lift force can be written as
dLbl = Kdefic.
1
2
ρ.U2.clbl .cbl.drdm (60)
And the magnitude of the elementary drag force can be written as
dDbl =
1
2
ρ.U2.cdbl .cbl.drdm (61)
The flow velocity is given from Fig. 2
U =
√
U2T + U
2
P (62)
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The blade section lift and drag coefficients clbl and cdbl are given as tabulated
functions15 of blade section angle of attack αbl and Mach number M .
αbl = θbl − φbl (63)
M =
U
a
(64)
With the blade pitch θbl given as in [45]
θbl = θ0bl+θ1cbl cos(ψbl+ψPA)+θ1sbl sin(ψbl+ψPA)+θt,rdm−K(θβ).βbl−K(θζ).ζbl
(65)
We can express now the elementary lift force in frame Fref as
dL
ref
bl = sign(UT ).dLbl.

 sinφbl0
Γ cosφbl

 (66)
And the elementary drag force in frame Fref as
dD
ref
bl = dDbl.

 −Γ cosφbl0
sinφbl

 (67)
Generalized forces We first express here the generalized forces due to
blade lead-lag contribution. We split the generalized aerodynamic force
Qζbl,A, defined in eq (23), into two contributions, one due to lift Qζbl,AL and
one due to drag Qζbl,AD such
Qζbl,A = Qζbl,AL +Qζbl,AD (68)
Now keeping in mind eq (27), and using eq (44), and eq (45) we obtain
15Where we neglect sideslip influence
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Qζbl,AL =
∫ B.Rbl
rc
(
T(HB)(ref)dL
ref
bl
)T
.
(
rdm.dP
HB
ζ,r + dP
HB
ζ,r¯
)
.drdm (69)
And
Qζbl,AD =
∫ Rbl
rc
(
T(HB)(ref)dD
ref
bl
)T
.
(
rdm.dP
HB
ζ,r + dP
HB
ζ,r¯
)
.drdm (70)
For the drag force contribution, the integration is performed from the blade
root cutout rc, measured from the flap hinge, to the blade tip Rbl. For the
lift contribution, the integration is performed from the blade root cutout to
a value denoted as B.Rbl, which accounts for blade tip loss. Indeed at blade
tip, a trailed vortex is formed which produces a high local inflow over the tip
region, effectively reducing the local lift capability [107]. Similar equations
can be derived for the lift and drag forces inboard of the flap hinge.
For the generalized forces due to the blade flap contribution, we get
Qβbl,A = Qβbl,AL +Qβbl,AD (71)
With
Qβbl,AL = K(β,defic).
∫ B.Rbl
rc
(
T(HB)(ref)dL
ref
bl
)T
.dPHBβ,r .rdm.drdm (72)
And
Qβbl,AD =
∫ Rbl
rc
(
T(HB)(ref)dD
ref
bl
)T
.dPHBβ,r .rdm.drdm (73)
Where we have added an empirical deficiency factor K(β,defic) for the lift
component.
Now providing analytical expressions for the previous four integrals repre-
sents a rather tedious task, even more so for twisted blades16 for which
the blade pitch will also be function of the distance rdm. We have there-
fore opted for a numerical evaluation of these integrals, as is often done
in flight dynamics codes [156]. Here Gaussian quadrature integration was
implemented, using a low order (fifth order) Legendre polynomial scheme [1].
16Although in our case we have assumed zero twist
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3.5 Rotor forces
To find the total rotor forces denoted by the vector FMR, the general proce-
dure is to integrate the elementary lift and drag forces dLbl and dDbl over
the blade span, then average (integrate) the result over one revolution, and
finally multiply the obtained expression by the total number of blades. Here
a numerical procedure is implemented, similar to the one implemented to
obtain the generalized forces in the preceding section.
Using eq (66) and eq (67) we get
FHBMR =
Nb
2pi
[∫ 2pi
0
∫ B.Rbl
rc
T(HB)(ref)dL
ref
bl .drdm.dψbl
+
∫ 2pi
0
∫ Rbl
rc
T(HB)(ref)dD
ref
bl .drdm.dψbl
]
(74)
3.6 Rotor moments
The total rotor moments include contributions from four different sources:
due to aerodynamic forces (moment arms with respect to fuselage CG due
to liftMHBaeroL, and due to dragM
HB
aeroD), due to inertial loads M
HB
inertial, due
to flap hinge stiffnessMHBflap and finally due to lag hinge dampingM
HB
lag . We
further neglect any additional blade aerodynamic moments, and moments
due to airfoil camber.
We have
MomHBMR =M
HB
aeroL +M
HB
aeroD +M
HB
inertial +M
HB
flap +M
HB
lag (75)
3.6.1 Moment due to inertial loads
The expression is derived from [98].
MHBinertial = −
Nb
2
.Mbl.(eP + eL + eF ).yGbl .Ω
2
MR

 Γβ1sβ1c
0

 (76)
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3.6.2 Moment due to flap hinge stiffness
The expression is derived from [98].
MHBflap = −
1
1− eP+eL+eFRrot
.
Nb.KSβ
2

 Γβ1sβ1c
0

 (77)
3.6.3 Moment due to lag hinge damping
MHBlag = −
Nb
Ts
ΩMR/(2pi))
.(eP + eL).KDζ

 00
Γ ˙ζbl

 (78)
3.7 Inflow model
The rotor inflow is the name given to the flow field induced by the rotor at
the rotor disk, thus contributing to the local blade incidence and dynamic
pressure [121]. For flight dynamics analysis we shall assume that it is suffi-
cient to consider the normal component of inflow at the rotor, i.e. the rotor
induced downwash [121].
Inflow models can be divided into two categories, static and dynamic mod-
els. For low-bandwidth maneuvering applications, such as trim calculations
or flying-qualities investigations, the dynamic effects of the interaction of
the airmass with the airframe and rotor may be expected to be negligible,
therefore static inflow models may be acceptable [46]. In a higher frequency
range than that of the rigid-body modes, dynamic interactions between the
inflow dynamics and the blade motion must be considered. For a review of
research results obtained prior to the 1990s, see [8, 152, 41, 58, 87, 46], and
for a recent review see [165].
Additionally dynamic models can be divided into two sub-categories, on one
hand the so-called Pitt-Peters dynamic inflow theory [134, 135, 69, 126, 70],
and on the other the Peters-He finite-state wake model [124, 128, 129].
The theory of dynamic inflow is an unsteady17 wake model that treats the
wake degrees of freedom as dynamic states [126]. It is a means of account-
ing for the low-frequency wake effects under unsteady or transient conditions
17Unsteady aerodynamic effects (i.e. frequency dependent) can be categorized in two
fields: the first one involves the calculation of the response of the rotor blade lift and
pitching moment to changes in local incidence, the second one involves the calculation of
the unsteady local incidence due to the time variations of the rotor wake velocities [121]
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[70].
The finite-state wake model is a more comprehensive theory than dynamic
inflow, not limited in harmonics and allowing to account for non linear radial
inflow distributions. Actually the theory of dynamic inflow can be thought
of as a special case of the finite-state wake model, with only three inflow
expansion terms (uniform, side-to-side gradient, and fore-to-aft gradient)
[128, 129].
Both dynamic and finite-state models have a proven track record as un-
steady inflow models, while using a finite number of states, therefore very
appropriate for flight dynamics analysis and control design. This said, it
should be noted that recent advances in computing power and methodology
have made it foreseeable for highly detailed free-wake18 models to be run in
real-time, for flight dynamics simulation applications [103, 106, 165], hence
potentially replacing in the future the dynamic inflow and finite-state wake
models.
The sophisticated and complex finite-state Peters-He model is attractive
when rotor vibration and blade aeroelasticity (e.g. elastic deformation) need
to be analyzed [77]. For flight dynamics applications, it was found in [77]
that the Peters-He model was not remarkably better than the three-state
Pitt-Peters formulation. Since in our case we are not interested in vibration
analysis or aeroelasticity, we have chosen to implement the more straight-
forward Pitt-Peters model [135, 126].
As a final note, we have added a pseudo-harmonic term to the induced
velocity, so as to model the thrust fluctuations in the VRS, as presented in
[95].
3.7.1 Static ground effect
A helicopter hovering close to the ground requires considerably less power
than when it is hovering high above it [139]. One of the first theories
for helicopter ground effects was presented in [85]. Early low-speed re-
sults were presented in [141], and in forward flight in [86], further wind-
tunnel tests for a tail rotor in ground effect were presented in [94, 174, 64],
and main rotor induced velocity modeling (e.g. image rotor method) in
[42, 97, 83, 140, 137, 180, 26, 132].
18A free wake analysis is a versatile, yet complex, tool for modeling rotor vortical wake
structure. Compared with momentum inflow or prescribed wake methods, free wake anal-
ysis directly captures the self-induced wake distortion without any pre-assumed wake
geometries [138]
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Additionally it was also reported that the type of the underlying surface has
an important role in the ground effect. Indeed many pilots have reported
that if the ground surface is water or tall grass instead of solid surfaces, the
ground effect is diminished [139].
In this model, we chose to implement a simple formulation as presented in
[15].
3.7.2 Off-axis response
It is well known that the average Tip-Path-Plane (TPP) reference for wake
geometry is not suitable for transient flight modeling, where an instanta-
neous response is required [81]. In maneuvering flight the rotor wake distor-
tion can be described in terms of global and local distortions. The global
distortion is due to the motion of the rotor TPP (due to hub rotation during
the maneuver), while the local distortion is due to the self-induced velocities
of the wake [81].
Wake distortion is the primary source of the so-called off-axis response prob-
lem, observed in maneuvering flight, especially in hover and the low speed
forward flight region19. Indeed wake bending during maneuvering flight sig-
nificantly changes inflow distribution over the rotor, giving rise to a sign
reversal in the off-axis response [138]. Further the larger the pitch rate, the
greater the wake distortion [81].
It was also noted that flap hinge offset from main rotor shaft had two main
effects on the off-axis coupling response: it increased the off-axis response
magnitude, and it also gradually deceased the wake curvature effect [136].
Researchers have tried to improve the correlation of the off-axis response,
through several methods. We provide here a short, non-exhaustive, list
• Aerodynamic interaction between helicopter rotor and body in [21]
• Including a virtual inertia effect associated with the swirl in the rotor
wake in [168]
• Introducing an aerodynamic phase lag in flapping and dynamic inflow
equations, and using system identification techniques in [157, 109, 66,
162, 147]
• Free wake modeling in [144, 160, 16]
19The effect of wake distortion on the first harmonic inflow variation diminishes quickly
as forward speed is increased [17], e.g. for rotor advance ratios larger than 0.1 [81], where
the rotor wake becomes flat
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• Dynamic vortex ring modeling in [24, 27, 25]
• Extended momentum modeling in [99, 56, 13]
• Augmented Pitt-Peters dynamic inflow model in [23, 104, 105, 138,
176, 175]
• Augmented Peters-He finite state inflow model in [81]20 and [81, 136,
176, 175]
Note that some of the methods outlined above, such as [99, 104, 23, 109],
have utilized constant wake distortion coefficients across sometimes differ-
ent flight conditions. This methodology of using constant coefficients could
result in errors for low lift, or descending flight conditions [81, 27].
In this model we will use a constant coefficients method, i.e. the extended
momentum model approach of [99], as it is simple to implement and has a
proven track record [51, 78, 29].
3.7.3 Inflow Modeling
We derive first useful velocity expressions. Using eq (55), the velocity of the
hub in the TPP frame, with respect to the air, i.e. holding the vehicle fixed
in space and letting the air flow around it (hence the minus sign), is given
by
VTPPair = −T(TPP )(HB).VHBa,G (79)
Now we denote by V TPPairX the x-component of V
TPP
air , we denote by V
TPP
airY
the y-component of VTPPair , and V
TPP
airZ the z-component of V
TPP
air .
We also define the advance ratios, see Fig. 5 Fig. 6
µ1 =
V TPPairX
Vref
(80a)
µ2 =
V TPPairY
Vref
(80b)
µ3 =
V TPPairZ
Vref
(80c)
µ =
√
µ21 + µ
2
2 (80d)
Now the induced velocity in the TPP is given by [135]
20This approach can be toggled on/off in FLIGHTLAB
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vi = Vref .
(
λ0 + λs.
rdm
Rrot
. sinψbl + λc.
rdm
Rrot
. cosψbl
)
+
n∑
i=1
Ai. cos(ωi.t+ φi)
(81)
Where the last term on the right-hand side of eq (81) has been added to
empirically model the induced velocity fluctuations in the VRS, and hence
thrust fluctuations, as presented in [95].
The VRS region is defined as follows Vtr/vh < V
TPP
airZ /vh < −0.4, with the
value −0.4 from [173] and Vtr/vh ∈ [−1.9,−1.6] see [154]. In the VRS re-
gion, or even on a subset21 of this region given by −0.8 ≤ V TPPairZ /vh < −0.6
[173], the amplitudes Ai and frequencies ωi can be tabulated
22 as a function
of the advance ratios µ and µ3, while the phase φi can be chosen randomly.
Outside this region, the amplitude coefficients can be set to follow an expo-
nential decrease towards zero.
And the rotor inflows are derived from the TPP wind axes

 λsλc
λ0


TPP
= T(TPP )(TPPw)

 λsλc
λ0


TPPw
(82)
In the TPP wind axes, we have the three-state dynamic inflow
d
dt

 λsλc
λ0


TPPw
= M−1.

−L−1.

 λsλc
λ0


TPPw
+ FTPPwdyninfl + L
−1.

 Γ.Kp.pKq.q
0




(83)
Where the last term on the right-hand side of eq (83) models the off-axis re-
sponse. It is however unclear whether the term M−1.L−1 should pre-multiply
the off-axis term as shown above.
The forcing function FTPPwdyninfl is given as
FTPPwdyninfl = T(TPPw)(TPP )

 Γ.CLMRCMMR
−CTMR


TPP
aero
(84)
21Most turbulent region
22In order to match flight test results
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Where the subscript ”aero” implies that only aerodynamic contributions are
considered. Also a minus sign was added in front of CTMR to have a positive
induced velocity for a rotor lift vector oriented upwards (in the TPP frame
the z-axis is oriented downwards).
The inflow gain and apparent mass matrices are presented next.
L =


−4
VM .(1+cosχ)
0 0
0 −4 cos χVM .(1+cos χ)
15pi
64VT
. tan χ2
0 15pi64VM . tan
χ
2
1
2VT

 (85)
M =

 −1645pi 0 00 −1645pi 0
0 0 83pi

 (86)
The total velocity through the rotor, including ground effect correction, is
given by [127]
VT = Geff .
√
(λm + µ3)2 + µ2 +
(
vh
Vref
)2
.f(µ¯).g(λ¯) (87)
And the momentum theory mass flow parameter is derived23 from [126]
VM = G
2
eff .
µ2 + (2λm + µ3).(λm + µ3) +
(
vh
Vref
)2
.f(µ¯).
[
g(λ¯) + 12
λm
vh
Vref
.g´(λ¯)
]
VT
(88)
Where Geff is introduced to model the static ground effect. The ground
effect correction factor is given from [15] as
Geff =
1
1− (λm+µ3)2
16(hH/Rrot)2.[(λm+µ3)2+µ2]
(89)
23It does not exactly match the expression given in [127]
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And we have the following expressions from [127]
f(µ¯) = 1− 2.µ¯2 for µ¯ ∈ [0, 0.707] (90a)
f(µ¯) = 0 otherwise (90b)
g(λ¯) =
1
(2 + λ¯)2
− λ¯2 + (1 + λ¯).
[
0.109 + 0.217(λ¯ − 0.15)2
]
for λ¯ ∈ [−1, 0.6378]
(91a)
g(λ¯) = 0 otherwise (91b)
g´(λ¯) =
−2
(2 + λ¯)3
+ 0.049 − 1.696λ¯ + 0.651λ¯2 for λ¯ ∈ [−1, 0.6378] (92a)
g´(λ¯) = 0 otherwise (92b)
Further from momentum theory the induced inflow λm in climb, hover, and
windmill brake state [98] is given by
λ2m.
[
(λm+µ3)
2+µ2
]
= (vh/Vref )
4 for µ3 ≥ 0 or µ3.
Vref
vh
≤ −2 (93)
In the VRS and turbulent wake state we have from [127]
λ2m.
[
(λm+µ3)
2+µ2+
(
vh
Vref
)2
.f(µ¯).g(λ¯)
]
= (vh/Vref )
4 for µ3.
Vref
vh
∈ [−2, 0]
(94)
Here λm can either be derived as the output of a minimization routine such
as fminbnd in MATLAB, or from a lookup table as a function of vh/Vref ,
µ3 and µ.
4 Tail rotor
The tail rotor is a powerful design solution for torque balance, directional
stability and control of single main rotor helicopters. The theory we ap-
ply here is based on the work done by Bailey in [19]. The model given in
this paper is a standard approach towards tail rotor modeling, implemented
among others in [90, 15, 169].
Next we present the various assumptions made in deriving the equations.
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4.1 Assumptions
The following assumptions have been made.
Structural simplifications
• Rigid blade, has zero twist, constant chord, zero sweep, and has con-
stant thickness ratio
• Blade torsion is neglected
Aerodynamics simplifications
• Linear lift with constant lift curve slope, and uniform induced flow
over the rotor
• Compressibility and blade stall effects are disregarded
• Sophisticated aerodynamic interference effects from main rotor are ne-
glected
• Viscous flow effects are disregarded
Dynamical simplifications
• No blade dynamics, simplified inflow dynamics
• Unsteady effects neglected
4.2 Modeling
We present first some useful velocity expressions.
4.2.1 Tail rotor velocities
We express
VHBa,TR =

 u+ q.zTR − r.yTRv − p.zTR + r.xTR
w + p.yTR − q.xTR

− T(HB)o.

 uwvw
ww


o
(95)
In the tail rotor TR coordinate system of [15] we have
VTRa,TR = T(TR)(HB).V
HB
a,TR (96)
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Now we denote by V TRa,TRX the x-component of V
TR
a,TR, we denote by V
TR
a,TRY
the y-component of VTRa,TR, and V
TR
a,TRZ the z-component of V
TR
a,TR.
The tail rotor advance ratios are expressed as follows
[
µxTR µyTR µzTR
]TR
=
1
VrefTR
.
[
Va,TRX Va,TRY Γ.Va,TRZ
]TR
(97)
4.2.2 Rotor forces
First the tail rotor blade pitch is given by
θTR = θ0TR − TTR.
∂β0TR
∂TTR
. tan δ3TR + θbiasTR (98)
The Bailey coefficients are given by
t1 =
B2TR
2
+
µ2xTR + µ
2
yTR
4
(99a)
t2 =
B3TR
3
+
BTR.
(
µ2xTR + µ
2
yTR
)
2
(99b)
The downwash at the tail rotor is derived using momentum theory and is
given as
λdw =
cl(0,TR) .σTR
2
.
(
µzTR .t1 + θTR.t2
2
√
µ2xTR + µ
2
yTR + λ
2
TR +
cl(0,TR) .σTR
2 .t1
)
(100)
The tail rotor total inflow is then given by
λTR = λdw − µzTR (101)
Where it is common practice to iterate between eq (100) and eq (101) until
convergence within a reasonable tolerance.
Finally the thrust is given by
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TTR = 2.kbl.KTRcorr .λdw.ρ.pi.
(
ΩTR.R
2
rotTR
)2
.
√
µ2xTR + µ
2
yTR
+ λ2TR (102)
Finally in the Hub-Body frame we have

 FxTRFyTR
FzTR


HB
=

 0Γ.TTR
0


HB
(103)
4.2.3 Rotor moments
The tail rotor moments include a crude model for the rotor torque from [98],
and additional moments generated by the rotor force times the respective
moment arms. We get
cQTR =
σTR.cdTR
8
(
1 + 4.6(µ2xTR + µ
2
yTR)
)
(104)
and

 LTRMTR
NTR


HB
=


−zTR.TTR
cQTR.
(
ρ.pi.R5rotTR .(GB.ΩMR100%)
2
)
xTR.TTR


HB
(105)
Here the distances are algebraic expressions expressed in the Hub-Body
frame (hence not always positive).
5 Simulation results
Simulation plots and comparisons with FLIGHTLAB are given in Appendix
F.
5.1 Trim results
The word trim was adopted by the aviation community to imply the correct
adjustment of aircraft controls, attitude, and cargo in order to obtain a de-
sired steady flight condition [101]. A trim condition is thus equivalent to an
equilibrium point, also called an operating point of a nonlinear helicopter
model, which can be thought of as a specific flight condition [75]. Further
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trim settings are a prerequisite for stability analysis, vibration studies, and
control systems synthesis. In the case of linear control systems development,
an accurate linear time-invariant mathematical model of the nonlinear he-
licopter flight dynamics is necessary. Such a model may be obtained by
linearization of a nonlinear model at desired steady flights, or trim condi-
tions.
Any flight vehicle should be able to maintain equilibrium during steady flight
conditions. This means that the resultant forces and moments on the vehicle
are equal to zero [125]. For helicopters however, the concept of trim is more
complicated than of fixed-wing aircrafts [123]. A helicopter has components
that rotate with respect to each other and with respect to the air mass.
Hence, periodic forces and moments enter the dynamic equations, and we
cannot simply eliminate them by averaging [123].
Our trim module is structured as a constrained optimization problem. At
equilibrium the resultant forces and moments on the vehicle should be equal
to zero, hence the objective of the trim module is to minimize the three vehi-
cle linear accelerations and the three rotational accelerations. The variables
that the algorithm is allowed to manipulate include the four control inputs
and the vehicle roll and pitch states, since these latter two influence the
projection of the gravity vector on the body frame. Additionally constraints
are specified, i.e. by assigning fixed values to the three vehicle linear veloc-
ities, the three vehicle rotational velocities, and by setting to zero the three
dynamic inflow linear accelerations. Now regarding the periodic states, i.e.
blade flap and lag positions, and flap and lag velocities, these four states
are handled by time-marching the nonlinear helicopter model long enough
until the transients have decayed. Finally the remaining four states which
include the three vehicle Cartesian position and the vehicle heading are left
free, since the position of the helicopter does not influence24 its dynamic
behavior or stability.
The optimization is further based on a Newton iteration scheme, similar
to that implemented in [169]. The Newton’s method is simple to imple-
ment and is one of the most widely used [6]. But although it guarantees
quadratic convergence, it guarantees only local convergence, and is also sen-
sitive to the initial starting values. Even with good starting values, the
method can exhibit erratic divergence due to for example numerical cor-
ruption [6]. Hence over the years, several other approaches have been re-
24Although strictly speaking this is not true in vertical flight, due to the ground effect
when trimming near the ground, and due to changes in air density when trimming with
a non-zero vertical velocity; however for the case of air density variations, these may be
neglected when considering UAV applications, since UAV flight altitude is generally within
200-300 m above ground
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searched. For a review of helicopter trim types, and associated solution
strategies see [131, 130, 125, 6, 101, 123, 112, 121].
The following sections present comparisons between the research model and
FLIGHTLAB, with the following characteristics selected for the FLIGHT-
LAB model:
• Articulated rotor, and blade element model
• Quasi-steady airloads, based on the Peters-He three-state inflow model,
and no stall delay effects
• Ideal engine
The model’s simulation plots, presented in the sequel, are based on an
adapted version of our baseline model. Specifically, the static expressions
of the Pitt-Peters inflow model have been retained in lieu of the dynamic
ones, since the former ones provide a better match with FLIGHTLAB. This
unexpected result is a subject of ongoing research.
5.1.1 Trim as a function of body longitudinal velocity
A very good correlation with FLIGHTLAB can be seen for the vehicle roll
and pitch angles in Fig. 7, main and tail rotor collective inputs in Fig. 8,
main rotor longitudinal cyclic input in Fig. 9, main rotor Tip-Path-Plane
angles in Fig. 10, and inflow uniform velocity in Fig. 11.
The correlation for the main rotor lateral cyclic input is very good un-
til about 5 m/s, see Fig. 9, and then exhibits a bias for higher velocities.
This is due to inaccuracies of the research model, probably because of un-
modeled effects such as blade aerodynamic moments. Similarly the longitu-
dinal and lateral inflow velocities exhibit some slight biases when compared
to FLIGHTLAB see Fig. 11, due to inaccuracies of the research model, again
probably related to the blade aerodynamic roll and pitch moments.
Note also that it is well known that for low advance ratios, the lateral tilt
of the rotor disk is under-predicted when compared to experimental data
[164]. Hence in the future, and in case a better fit with measurements is
necessary, a model modification according to [164] may be advisable.
5.1.2 Trim as a function of body lateral velocity
Here very good correlation with FLIGHTLAB can be seen for the vehicle
roll and pitch angles in Fig. 12, main and tail rotor collective inputs in
Fig. 13, main rotor longitudinal and lateral cyclic inputs in Fig. 14, main
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rotor Tip-Path-Plane angles in Fig. 15, and inflow uniform, longitudinal and
lateral velocities in Fig. 16.
5.1.3 Trim as a function of body vertical velocity
Overall a very good correlation with FLIGHTLAB can be seen in climb,
and in descent up to a descent velocity of 2 m/s. As the descent velocity
increases, slight deviations between the research model and FLIGHTLAB
tend to appear for the vehicle roll and pitch angles in Fig. 17, while larger
deviations can be seen in main and tail rotor collective inputs in Fig. 18, and
in inflow uniform and lateral velocities in Fig. 21. Other parameters exhibit
good match at these higher descent rates, see Fig. 19 and Fig. 20. The devi-
ations in main and tail rotor collective inputs may be a consequence of the
deviations in inflow uniform velocity. The deviations in inflow uniform ve-
locity may be due to different inflow models in descent flight. FLIGHTLAB
implements an inflow model based on [82], while the research model has the
inflow based on the more recent contribution of [127]. Now the deviations in
inflow lateral velocity are due to inaccuracies of the research model, related
again to the blade aerodynamic roll and pitch moments.
5.2 Dynamic results
For the validation of a model dynamic responses, we may consider two ap-
proaches. The first one consists in obtaining a linearized model which de-
scribes the small perturbation motion about a trimmed equilibrium position.
The validation is then carried out by comparing the frequency response pre-
dicted by the linearized model and the frequency response from an equivalent
linear FLIGHTLAB model, or from a linear model identified from flight test
data.
The second approach consists in comparing the time histories of the research
model and those of FLIGHTLAB (or equivalently flight test data). In this
paper we provide only visual comparisons of time response data.
Further, as the helicopter is a perfect example of a MIMO system, Table 2
has been provided to better understand the impact of each input channel.
5.2.1 Hover response to main rotor collective pitch
We present the dynamic results for a 1◦ block input on the main rotor col-
lective pitch, at hover, between time instants t = 0.25 sec and t = 1.25 sec,
see Fig. 22 and Fig. 23. Since both models are highly unstable, we have
chosen to simulate responses for only three seconds.
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Response
Pitch Roll Yaw Climb/Descent
Long stick Prime Due to Negligible Desired
lat in
flapping fwd flight
Lat stick Due to Prime Undesired Descent
long in hover, with
flapping desired in bank
Input fwd flight angle
Axis Rudder Negligible Roll Prime Undesired,
due to (hover) due to
TR thrust power
& sideslip changes
in hover
Collective Due to Due to Power change Prime
transient transient varies
& steady & steady requirement
long lat for TR
flapping flapping thrust
& sideslip
Table 2: Single-rotor helicopter coupling sources (from [32]). Long stands
for Longitudinal, Lat for Lateral
The first figure, Fig. 22, presents the four control input values, while the
second one, Fig. 23, shows the standard nine vehicle body dynamics states,
i.e. three Euler angles, three linear velocities, and three rotational velocities.
Overall the match between the research model and FLIGHTLAB is good to
very good.
5.2.2 Response at u = 5 m/s to main rotor lateral cyclic pitch
We present the dynamic results for a 1◦ block input on the main rotor lat-
eral cyclic pitch, at u = 5 m/s, between time instants t = 0.25 sec and
t = 1.25 sec, see Fig. 24 and Fig. 25.
Overall the match between the research model and FLIGHTLAB is fair to
good.
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5.2.3 Response at u = 5 m/s to main rotor longitudinal cyclic
pitch
We present the dynamic results for a 1◦ block input on the main rotor lon-
gitudinal cyclic pitch, at u = 5 m/s, between time instants t = 0.25 sec and
t = 1.25 sec, see Fig. 26 and Fig. 27.
Overall the match between the research model and FLIGHTLAB is fair to
good.
5.2.4 Response at u = 10 m/s to tail rotor collective pitch
We present the dynamic results for a 1◦ block input on the tail rotor col-
lective pitch, at u = 10 m/s, between time instants t = 0.25 sec and
t = 1.25 sec, see Fig. 28 and Fig. 29.
Overall the match between the research model and FLIGHTLAB is fair to
good.
Regarding the observed discrepancies between our model and FLIGHTLAB,
especially those seen at high speed or on the yaw channel in the VRS, these
may very probably be attributed to the following five items: (i) validity of
the flap-lag equations of motion up to about u = 10− 15m/s, see [155], (ii)
a somewhat distinct implementation of the Bailey type tail rotor, (iii) a dis-
tinct implementation of the induced rotor flow, i.e. FLIGHTLAB uses the
Peters-He finite-state wake model [124, 128, 129], while our model applies
the static version of the Pitt-Peters model [134, 126], (iv) a distinct imple-
mentation of the induced rotor flow in the VRS, i.e. FLIGHTLAB uses the
method presented in [82], while our model utilizes a slightly adapted ver-
sion of [127], and finally (v) any side-effects due to the model simplifications
as presented in Section 3. This said, we believe that most of the observed
differences may primarily be attributed to the first three items, namely dis-
tinct models and hence behavior of the main rotor blade flap-lag, tail rotor
inflow, and main rotor inflow.
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6 Conclusion
We have presented a UAV helicopter flight dynamics nonlinear model for a
flybarless articulated Pitch-Lag-Flap (P-L-F) main rotor, with rigid blades,
and applicable for high bandwidth control specifications. The model allows
for both ClockWise and Counter-ClockWise main rotor rotation, and is valid
for a range of flight conditions including autorotation and the Vortex-Ring-
State (VRS). Further, this model has been compared with an equivalent
FLIGHTLAB nonlinear model. Simulation results show that the match
between the model and FLIGHTLAB is very good for static (trim) condi-
tions, is good to very good for dynamic conditions from hover to medium
speed flight u = 5m/s, and is fair to good for dynamic conditions at high
speed u = 10 m/s. While keeping in mind the model’s accuracy reduction
at high speed, this model could potentially be used to simulate and investi-
gate the flight dynamics of a flybarless small-scale UAV helicopter, including
in autorotation and VRS conditions, as well as provide a basis for model-
based control design. Indeed, future work will focus on the development
of nonlinear and linear control schemes. In particular, we have currently
used an adapted version of this model, based on closed-form expressions, to
obtain optimal helicopter flight trajectories, by solving constrained nonlin-
ear optimal control problems. This topic will be elaborated upon in future
publications.
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Appendix A: Nomenclature
Vectors in this document are printed in boldface X and are defined in three-
dimensional space R3. A vector is qualified by its subscript while its su-
perscript denotes the projection frame: for example VIa represents the aero-
dynamic velocity projected on frame FI . Further matrices are written in
outline type M. Finally transformation matrices are denoted as Tij , with
the two suffices signifying from frame Fj to frame Fi.
Kinematics
• Time
Ts Sample period (also called sample interval)
• Position
xN , xE , xZ Coordinates of CG position vector in Fo frame
• Altitude
hH = −xZ − zH Hub position above ground
hG = −xZ CG position above ground
• Angles
ψ Azimuth angle (yaw angle, heading)
θ Inclination angle (pitch angle, or elevation)
φ Bank angle (roll angle)
• Linear velocities are denoted V and their components u, v,w
Vk,G Kinematic velocity of the vehicle center of mass
Va,G Aerodynamic velocity of the vehicle center of mass
uok = VN x component of Vk,G on Fo, VN North velocity
vok = VE y component of Vk,G on Fo, VE East velocity
wok = VZ z component of Vk,G on Fo, VZ Vertical velocity
ubk = u x component of Vk,G on body frame Fb
vbk = v y component of Vk,G on body frame Fb
wbk = w z component of Vk,G on body frame Fb
V zLmax Max. vertical velocity at touchdown
• Angular velocities are denoted Ω and their components p, q, r
Ωk = Ωbo Kinematic angular velocity of the vehicle
relative to the earth
pbk = p Roll velocity (roll rate) of the vehicle relative to the earth
qbk = q Pitch velocity (pitch rate) of the vehicle relative to the earth
rbk = r Yaw velocity (yaw rate) of the vehicle relative to the earth
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• Atmosphere
Vw Wind linear velocity in Fo, of an atmospheric particle
which could have been located at the vehicle center of mass
uw Wind x-velocity in Fo
vw Wind y-velocity in Fo
ww Wind z-velocity in Fo
Ψw Wind azimuthal angular position
ρ Air density
T Static temperature
γ Specific heat ratio (air)
R Gas constant (air)
a speed of sound
• Mass & Inertia
m Vehicle total mass
mZerof Vehicle zero fuel mass
excluding fuel and additional payload
mPL Additional payload mass
mFus Fuselage mass
A = Ixx Vehicle inertia moment wrt xb
B = Iyy Vehicle inertia moment wrt yb
C = Izz Vehicle inertia moment wrt zb
D = Iyz Vehicle inertia product wrt xb
E = Ixz Vehicle inertia product wrt yb
F = Ixy Vehicle inertia product wrt zb
And the vehicle inertia matrix is given by
I =

 A 0 −E0 B 0
−E 0 C


We further denote the fuselage inertia matrix as IFus
• Other
M Mach number
g Gravity constant
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Main rotor and blade dynamics
• Position
xH , yH , zH Position of main rotor Hub center wrt vehicle CG
xGbl , yGbl , zGbl Position of blade CG Gbl wrt flap hinge
• Angles
βP Rotor precone angle
αbl Blade section angle of attack
ψbl Azimuthal angular position of blade
ζbl Blade lag angle
βbl Blade flap angle
β0 Rotor TPP coning angle
β1c Longitudinal rotor TPP tilt (positive forward)
β1s Lateral rotor TPP tilt (positive towards retreating side)
θbl Blade pitch outboard of flap hinge (feathering) angle
ψPA Swashplate phase angle
θ0 Blade root collective pitch
θ1c Lateral cyclic pitch
θ1s Longitudinal cyclic pitch
βTPPw Sideslip angle between TPP frame and
TPPw frame (dynamic inflow model)
χ Main rotor wake skew angle (always positive)
χ = arctan
(√
µ21+µ
2
2
|λm+µ3|
)
• Linear velocities
vi Rotor induced velocity, normal to the TPP and positive
when oriented downwards (produced by a positive rotor thrust)
vh Rotor induced velocity in hover
vh =
√
m.g
2.ρ.pi.R2rot
Vref Reference velocity
Vref = ΩMR.Rrot
UP Flow velocity perpendicular to the reference (xFref , yFref ) plane
UT Flow velocity tangential to the reference (xFref , yFref ) plane
• Angular velocities
ΩMR100% Nominal (100%) main rotor angular velocity
ΩMR Instantaneous main rotor angular velocity
• Main rotor properties
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Γ Direction of rotation, CCW : Γ = 1 CW : Γ = −1
Nb Main rotor number of blades
Mbl Blade 0th mass moment (blade mass from flap hinge)
Iβ Blade 2nd mass moment (inertia about flap hinge)
rdm Distance between flap hinge and blade element dm
Rrot Rotor radius measured from hub center
Rbl Blade radius measured from flap hinge
cbl Blade chord
chub Hub arm chord
KSβ Hub spring restraint coefficient (due to flap)
KSζ Hub spring restraint coefficient (due to lag)
KDβ Hub spring damping coefficient (due to flap)
KDζ Hub spring damping coefficient (due to lag)
K(θβ) Pitch-flap coupling ratio
K(θζ) Pitch-lag coupling ratio
Kp Off-axis coefficient (roll)
Kq Off-axis coefficient (pitch)
µ Advance ratio
µ1 Non-dimensional forward flight air velocity
µ2 Non-dimensional sidewards flight air velocity
µ =
√
µ21 + µ
2
2 Non-dimensional in-plane (rotor disk) air velocity
µ3 Non-dimensional vertical flight air velocity (normal to the TPP)
µ¯ = µλh Normalizing advance ratio
f(µ¯) Advance ratio correction (fitting function)
λ¯ = λm+µ3λh Normalizing total inflow
g(λ¯) VRS correction factor
g´(λ¯) = ∂g(λ¯)/∂λ¯
λ = viVref Induced inflow due to rotor thrust (TPP)
λm Momentum theory induced inflow
due to rotor thrust (TPP)
λ0 Uniform inflow due to rotor thrust (TPP)
λs Lateral inflow due to rotor thrust (TPP)
λc Longitudinal inflow due to rotor thrust (TPP)
λh Rotor induced inflow in hover
λh =
√
CTMR
2 = vh/Vref
Geff Ground effect corrective factor
VT Non-dimensional total velocity at the rotor disk center
VM Mass flow parameter
clbl Blade section lift coefficient
cdbl Blade section drag coefficient
cM Blade section pitching moment due to airfoil camber
B Tip loss factor, expressed as percentage of blade length Rbl
Kdefic Lift deficiency factor
K(β,defic) Lift due to flap deficiency factor
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• Forces/moments
FMR Main rotor forces
MomMR Main rotor moments
LMR Main rotor roll moment
MMR Main rotor pitch moment
TMR Main rotor thrust
CTMR Main rotor thrust coefficient
CTMR = TMR/(ρ.pi.R
2
rot.V
2
ref )
CLMR Main rotor roll moment coefficient
CLMR = LMR/(ρ.pi.R
3
rot.V
2
ref )
CMMR Main rotor pitch moment coefficient
CMMR =MMR/(ρ.pi.R
3
rot.V
2
ref )
Tail rotor
• Position vector components
xTR, yTR, zTR Position of tail rotor hub wrt vehicle CG
• Angles
β0TR Tail rotor coning angle
θTR Blade pitch angle
θ0TR Blade root collective pitch
θbiasTR Preset collective pitch bias
δ3TR Hinge skew angle for pitch-flap coupling
• Linear velocities
Va,TR Aerodynamic velocity of the tail rotor hub
vbl Transitions velocity (vertical fin blockage)
VrefTR Reference velocity
VrefTR = ΩMR.RrotTR
• Angular velocities
ΩTR100% Nominal (100%) tail rotor angular velocity
ΩTR Instantaneous tail rotor angular velocity
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• Tail rotor properties
NbTR Tail rotor number of blades
RrotTR Rotor radius measured from tail rotor shaft
cTR Blade chord
σTR =
NbTR .cTR
pi.RrotTR
Tail rotor solidity
µxTR x-component of tail rotor advance ratio
µyTR y-component of tail rotor advance ratio
µ2xyTR = µ
2
xTR
+ µ2yTR
µzTR z-component of tail rotor advance ratio
λTR Tail rotor inflow
λdw Main rotor downwash at tail rotor
t1 t2 t3 Bailey coefficients
kbl Blockage factor due to vertical fin
bt1 Tail blockage constant
KTRcorr Correction factor
cl(0,TR) Blade section lift curve slope
cdTR Blade drag coefficient
BTR Tip loss factor, expressed as percentage of blade length
• Forces/moments
TTR Tail rotor thrust
CT TR Tail rotor thrust coefficient
FxTR Tail rotor x-force
FyTR Tail rotor y-force
FzTR Tail rotor z-force
LTR Tail rotor roll moment
MTR Tail rotor pitch moment
NTR Tail rotor yaw moment
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Appendix B: Physical Parameters
Name Parameter Value Unit
Environment
Air density ρ 1.2367 kg/m3
Static temperature T 273.15 + 15 K
Specific heat ratio (air) γ 1.4
Gas constant (air) R 287.05 J/kg.K
Gravity constant g 9.812 m/s2
Vehicle
Zero fuel mass mZerof 18 kg
Fuel mass mfuel 2 kg
Payload mass mPL 0 kg
Fuselage mass mFus 19.446 kg
Total inertia moment wrt xb A 1.2 kg.m
2
Total inertia moment wrt yb B 1.5 kg.m
2
Total inertia moment wrt zb C 1 kg.m
2
Total inertia product wrt xb D 0 kg.m
2
Total inertia product wrt yb E 0 kg.m
2
Total inertia product wrt zb F 0 kg.m
2
Fuselage inertia moment wrt xb A 0.9516 kg.m
2
Fuselage inertia moment wrt yb B 1.2515 kg.m
2
Fuselage inertia moment wrt zb C 0.7263 kg.m
2
Fuselage inertia product wrt xb D 0 kg.m
2
Fuselage inertia product wrt yb E 0 kg.m
2
Fuselage inertia product wrt zb F 0 kg.m
2
X-pos. of fus. CG wrt total CG xH 0 m
Y-pos. of fus. CG wrt total CG yH 0 m
Z-pos. of fus. CG wrt total CG zH 0.015 m
X-pos. of MR hub wrt total CG xH 0 m
Y-pos. of MR hub wrt total CG yH 0 m
Z-pos. of MR hub wrt total CG zH -0.36 m
X-pos. of TR hub wrt total CG xTR -1.150 m
Y-pos. of TR hub wrt total CG yTR 0.040 m
Z-pos. of TR hub wrt total CG zTR -0.070 m
Max. vertical vel (landing) V zLmax 0.25 m/s
Direction of rotation Γ -1
Number of blades Nb 3
Nominal angular velocity ΩMR100% 151.843 rad/s
Rotor radius from hub Rrot 0.944 m
Swashplate phase angle ψPA 0 rad
Precone angle βP 0 rad
Pitch-flap coupling ratio K(θβ) 0
Pitch-lag coupling ratio K(θζ) 0
Main Spring restraint coef. due to flap KSβ 271.1635 N.m/rad
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Rotor Spring damping coef. due to flap KDβ 0 N.m.s/rad
MR Spring restraint coef. due to lag KSζ 0 N.m/rad
Spring damping coef. due to lag KDζ 24.4047 N.m.s/rad
Off-axis roll coef. Kp 0
Off-axis pitch coef. Kq 0
Offset distance eP 0.035 m
Offset distance eL 0.049 m
Offset distance eF 0.010 m
Blade mass Mbl 0.277 kg
Blade twist at tip θwash 0 rad
Blade chord cbl 0.076 m
Hub arm chord chub 0.015 m
Root cutout from flap hinge rc 0.006 m
Y-pos. blade CG wrt flap hinge yGbl 0.8932 m
Tip loss factor B 0.97
Airfoil lift coef. clbl NACA0012
Airfoil drag coef. cdbl NACA0012
Airfoil pitching moment coef. cM NACA0012
Lift deficiency factor Kdefic 0.89
Lift deficiency (due to flap) K(β,defic) 1
Transmission Gearbox transmission ratio GB 4.67
Number of blades NbTR 2
Rotor radius from hub RrotTR 0.18 m
Pitch-flap coupling δ3TR 0 rad
Preset collective pitch bias θbiasTR 0 rad
Tail Partial coning angle wrt thrust β0TR 0 rad/N
Rotor Tail blockage constant bt1 1
TR Transition velocity vbl 0 m/s
Blockage due to vertical fin kbl 1
Correction factor KTRcorr 1/1.270
Blade chord cTR 0.035 m
Tip loss factor BTR 0.92
Airfoil lift curve slope cl(0,TR) 5.73 rad
−1
Blade drag coef. cdTR 0.035
MR collective range θ0 [-3,10].pi/180 rad
MR lateral cyclic range θ1c [-5,5].pi/180 rad
Actuators MR longitudinal cyclic range θ1s [-5,5].pi/180 rad
TR collective range θ0TR [6,18].pi/180 rad
Max. rate ddtθi 80.pi/180 rad/s
Table 3: Physical Parameters
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Appendix C: Frames and rotations
All frames are three-dimensional orthogonal and right-handed.
Kinematic frames
Regarding kinematic frames, we adopt here the notation used in [34].
The inertial frame FI (A,xI ,yI , zI)
The inertial frame FI , is a Galilean
25 frame, a geocentric inertial axis system.
The origin of the frame A being the center of the earth, the axis south-north
zI is carried by the axis of the earth’s rotation
26, while axes xI and yI are
keeping a fixed direction in space, with the axis xI lying in the equatorial
plane and oriented towards the vernal equinox point or ”point γ” [34].
Vehicle-carried normal earth frame Fo (O,xo,yo, zo)
The origin O is a fixed point relative to the earth. The axis zo is oriented
towards the descending direction of the local gravity attraction, in vehicle
CG. The axis xo is directed towards the geographical north. The earth is
assumed spherical.
Body frame Fb (G,xb,yb, zb)
This frame is linked to the vehicle body. The fuselage axis xb is oriented
towards the front and belongs to the symmetrical plane of the vehicle. The
axis zb is in the symmetrical plane of the vehicle and oriented downward
relative to the vehicle. This definition assumes the existence of a symmetrical
plane.
Blade frames
The following main rotor frames have been defined:
• Blade frame Fref (F,xref ,yref , zref )
• Blade frame Fbl (F,xbl,ybl, zbl)
• F1 (F,x1,y1, z1)
• F2 (L,x2,y2, z2)
25This frame is only Galilean when used in relationship with the accuracy searched for
in flight dynamics
26Note however that the axis zI , also called polar-axis, is animated by a movement of
precession and nutation wrt a stellar frame, for further details see [115]
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• F3 (L,x3,y3, z3)
• F4 (P,x4,y4, z4)
• F5 (P,x5,y5, z5)
• F6 (H,x6,y6, z6)
• Hub-Body frame FHB (H,xHB ,yHB , zHB). The Hub-Body axes are
defined wrt the main rotor hub, remaining fixed relative to the rigid
body of the helicopter
• Tip-Path-Plane (TPP) FTPP . The Tip Path Plane axes are defined
wrt the motion described by the main rotor blade tips. The TPP has
a longitudinal and lateral tilt wrt the FHB
• Tip-Path-Plane Wind (TPPw) FTPPw. Here the x-axis of the TPP
frame has been rotated to be aligned with the incoming flow
The frames are shown in Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6.
Note that Fig. 3 shows the case of a CCWmain rotor, when seen from above.
If the helicopter were in forward flight mode then the blade shown in Fig. 3
would be the advancing blade.
With the following blade angle conventions, as in [98]
• Blade flap angle βbl is defined to be positive for upward motion of the
blade (as produced by the thrust force on the blade)
• Blade lag angle ζbl is defined to be positive when opposite the direction
of rotation of the rotor (as produced by the blade drag forces)
• Blade pitch angle θbl is defined to be positive for nose-up rotation of
the blade
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Figure 2: Elemental aerodynamic forces. View from an observer positioned
on rotor shaft, and looking outboard at an advancing blade for the case of
CCW rotation
Figure 3: Main rotor frames (top-view)
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Figure 4: Main rotor frames (side-view)
Figure 5: Helicopter velocities in TPP and TPPw (top view)
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Figure 6: Main rotor wake skew angle (forward flight)
Frame transformations
We only explicitely give here two relevant transformation matrices Tob and
T(TPP )(HB), all other transformations matrices T(ref)(bl), T1(bl), T32, T54,
T(HB)6, and T(TPPw)(TPP ) are standard rotation matrices, which may in-
volve the CW/CWW toggle Γ. For the tail coordinate system see [15].
Transformation from Fb to Fo
First rotation ψ azimuth angle −pi < ψ ≤ pi
Second rotation θ inclination angle −pi2 ≤ θ ≤ pi2
Third rotation φ bank angle −pi < φ ≤ pi
Tob =

 cos θ cosψ sin θ sinφ cosψ − sinψ cosφ cosψ sin θ cosφ+ sinφ sinψsinψ cos θ sin θ sinφ sinψ + cosψ cosφ sin θ cosφ sinψ − sinφ cosψ
− sin θ cos θ sinφ cos θ cosφ


(106)
Since Tob is an orthogonal matrix, we have Tbo = T
−1
ob = T
T
ob
Transformation from FHB to FTPP
β1c Longitudinal rotor TPP tilt −pi2 < β1c < pi2
β1s Lateral rotor TPP tilt −pi2 < β1s < pi2
REMARK 1 In case of CW rotation we need to do the following change
of variable
• β1sbl ←− −β1sbl
• We use the following convention CCW : Γ = 1 and CW : Γ = −1
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T(TPP )(HB) =

 cos β1c 0 sin β1c0 cos β1s −Γ sin β1s
− sin β1c Γ sin β1s cos β1c cos β1s

 (107)
Here it is important to realize that T(TPP )(HB) is not an orthogonal matrix,
i.e. TT(TPP )(HB) 6= T−1(TPP )(HB)
Transformation from FTPP to FHB
T(HB)(TPP ) =

 cos β1c 0 − sin β1c0 cos β1s Γ sin β1s
sin β1c −Γ sin β1s cos β1c cosβ1s

 (108)
Here too T(HB)(TPP ) is not an orthogonal matrix.
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Appendix D: Useful integrals
We assume here that the main rotor blade has a constant mass distribution
per unit length ρbl.
Mbl =
∫ Rbl
0
dm
C0 =
∫ Rbl
0
rdm.dm =Mbl.yGbl
Iβ =
∫ Rbl
0
r2dm.dm = ρbl
∫ Rbl
0
r2dm.drdm = ρbl.
R3bl
3
=Mbl.
R2bl
3
C1 =
∫ Rbl
0
r3dm.dm = ρbl
∫ Rbl
0
r3dm.drdm = ρbl.
R4bl
4
=Mbl.
R3bl
4
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Appendix E: Flap-Lag expressions
We provide here expressions for the B12, B21, F1, F2 terms defined in eq (37)
and eq (39), obtained with the MATLAB symbolic toolbox. Here to decrease
computational load, we have assumed small angles in blade flap, lag and
pitch angles.
B12 =
(
βblIβ+eFβblC0
)
˙ζbl+
(((
2ΩMR−3Γr
)
θbl+3q cosψbl+3pΓ sinψbl
)
ζbl
+
((
3q cosψbl+3pΓ sinψbl
)
θbl+3Γr−2ΩMR
)
βbl−3q sinψbl+3pΓ cosψbl
)
Iβ
+
(((
− 3ΓreF + 2ΩMReF
)
θbl + 3qeF cosψbl + 3pΓ sinψbleF
)
ζbl
+
((
3qeF cosψbl+3pΓ sinψbleF
)
θbl+3ΓreF−2ΩMReF
)
βbl+3pΓeF cosψbl−3qeF sinψbl
)
C0
(109)
B21 = −2
(
βblIβ+eFβblC0
)
˙ζbl+
(((
−3pΓ sinψbl−3q cosψbl
)
θbl+2ΩMR−3Γr
)
βbl
+
((
−2ΩMR+3Γr
)
θbl−3pΓ sinψbl−3q cosψbl
)
ζbl+3q sinψbl−3pΓ cosψbl
)
Iβ
+
(((
− 3qeF cosψbl − 3pΓ sinψbleF
)
θbl + 2ΩMReF − 3ΓreF
)
βbl
+
((
3ΓreF−2ΩMReF
)
θbl−3qeF cosψbl−3pΓ sinψbleF
)
ζbl+3qeF sinψbl−3pΓeF cosψbl
)
C0
(110)
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F1 =
(((((
− 3ΓΩMR + 4r
)
p cosψbl +
(
3ΩMR − 4Γr
)
q sinψbl
)
θbl
− 8qpΓ cos2 ψbl +
(
4q2 − 4p2
)
sinψbl cosψbl + 4qpΓ
)
βbl+((
−2p2+2q2
)
cos2 ψbl+4qpΓ cosψbl sinψbl−Ω2MR+3rΓΩMR−2r2+2p2
)
θbl
+
((
2Γr − 3ΩMR
)
q + Γp˙
)
cosψbl +
((
2r − 3ΓΩMR
)
p− q˙
)
sinψbl
)
ζbl
+
(((
4Γr − 3ΩMR
)
q cosψbl +
(
− 3ΓΩMR + 4r
)
p sinψbl
)
θbl
+
(
−2p2+2q2
)
cos2 ψbl+4qpΓ cosψbl sinψbl−3rΓΩMR+2r2+Ω2MR−2q2
)
βbl
+
(
4qpΓ cos2 ψbl +
(
2p2 − 2q2
)
sinψbl cosψbl − Ω˙MR − 2qpΓ + Γr˙
)
θbl
+
((
2r − 3ΓΩMR
)
p− q˙
)
cosψbl +
((
3ΩMR − 2Γr
)
q − Γp˙
)
sinψbl
)
Iβ
+
(((((((
2eP + 2eL + 4eF
)
r +
(
− 3eF − 3eP − 3eL
)
ΓΩMR
)
p
−q˙eP−q˙eL
)
cosψbl+
(((
−2eL−2eP−4eF
)
Γr+
(
3eP+3eF+3eL
)
ΩMR
)
q
+
(
− p˙eP − p˙eL
)
Γ
)
sinψbl + 2p
2zH +
(
− 2v − 2rxH
)
p
+2q2zH+
(
2u−2ryH
)
q−w˙−p˙yH+q˙xH
)
θbl+
(
−4eL−8eF−4eP
)
Γqp cos2 ψbl
+
(((
− 2eL − 2eP − 4eF
)
p2 +
(
2eP + 2eL + 4eF
)
q2
)
sinψbl
− 2Γp2yH +
(
2ΓqxH − 2Γw
)
p+ 2ΓrqzH − 2Γr2yH + 2Γru
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+
(
v˙ − p˙zH + r˙xH
)
Γ
)
cosψbl +
((
2qyH + 2rzH
)
p
+ q˙zH − r˙yH + 2qw − 2q2xH − 2r2xH + u˙− 2rv
)
sinψbl
+
(
2eP + 2eL + 4eF
)
Γqp+
(
eP + eL
)
Ω˙MR +
(
− r˙eP − r˙eL
)
Γ
)
βbl
+
((
−2p2eF+2q2eF
)
cos2 ψbl+4qpΓ cosψbleF sinψbl−2r2eF−Ω2MReF+2p2eF
+ 3ΓreFΩMR
)
θbl +
((
− 3ΩMReF + 2ΓreF
)
q + Γp˙eF
)
cosψbl
+
((
− 3ΓΩMReF + 2reF
)
p− q˙eF
)
sinψbl
)
ζbl
+
(((
− 2eL − 2eF − 2eP
)
p2 +
(
2eL + 2eF + 2eP
)
q2
)
cos2 ψbl
+
((
4eF+4eL+4eP
)
Γqp sinψbl+
(
2qyH+2rzH
)
p+q˙zH−r˙yH+2qw−2q2xH
− 2r2xH + u˙− 2rv
)
cosψbl +
(
2Γp2yH +
(
2Γw − 2ΓqxH
)
p
− 2ΓrqzH + 2Γr2yH − 2Γru+
(
− r˙xH + p˙zH − v˙
)
Γ
)
sinψbl
+
(
2eL+2eF+2eP
)
p2+
(
2eL+2eF+2eP
)
r2+
(
−3eF−3eP−3eL
)
ΓΩMRr
+
(
eF + eP + eL
)
Ω2MR
)
βbl +
((
4eF + 4eL + 4eP
)
Γqp cos2 ψbl
+
(((
2eL + 2eF + 2eP
)
p2 +
(
− 2eL − 2eF − 2eP
)
q2
)
sinψbl + 2Γp
2yH
+
(
2Γw − 2ΓqxH
)
p− 2ΓrqzH + 2Γr2yH − 2Γru+
(
− r˙xH + p˙zH
− v˙
)
Γ
)
cosψbl +
((
− 2qyH − 2rzH
)
p− 2qw − u˙− q˙zH + r˙yH
+2q2xH+2rv+2r
2xH
)
sinψbl+
(
−2eL−2eF−2eP
)
Γqp+
(
−eF−eL−eP
)
Ω˙MR
+
(
r˙eL + r˙eP + r˙eF
)
Γ
)
θbl +
(((
2eL + 2eF + 2eP
)
r +
(
− 3eF − 3eP
− 3eL
)
ΓΩMR
)
p− q˙eF − q˙eP − q˙eL
)
cosψbl +
(((
− 2eL − 2eF − 2eP
)
Γr
+
(
3eP + 3eF + 3eL
)
ΩMR
)
q +
(
− p˙eP − p˙eL − p˙eF
)
Γ
)
sinψbl + 2p
2zH
+
(
− 2v − 2rxH
)
p+ 2q2zH +
(
2u− 2ryH
)
q − w˙ − p˙yH + q˙xH
)
C0
(111)
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F2 =
((((
− 4qpΓ cos2 ψbl +
(
− 2p2 + 2q2
)
sinψbl cosψbl
+ 2qpΓ + Γr˙ − Ω˙MR
)
θbl +
(
− q˙ − 2rp
)
cosψbl
+
(
2Γrq − Γp˙
)
sinψbl
)
ζbl +
((
− 2p2 + 2q2
)
cos2 ψbl
+ 4qpΓ cosψbl sinψbl − Ω2MR + 3rΓΩMR − 2r2 + 2p2
)
θbl
+
(
2Γrq − Γp˙
)
cosψbl +
(
2rp+ q˙
)
sinψbl
)
βbl
+
(((
3ΩMR − 4Γr
)
q cosψbl +
(
3ΓΩMR − 4r
)
p sinψbl
)
θbl
+
(
4q2 − 4p2
)
cos2 ψbl + 8qpΓ cosψbl sinψbl − 2q2 + 2p2
)
ζbl
+
(((
3ΓΩMR − 2r
)
p+ q˙
)
cosψbl +
((
2Γr − 3ΩMR
)
q
+ Γp˙
)
sinψbl
)
θbl + 4qpΓ cos
2 ψbl +
(
2p2 − 2q2
)
sinψbl cosψbl
− Ω˙MR − 2qpΓ + Γr˙
)
Iβ +
((((
− 4qpΓ cos2 ψbleF +
(
− 2p2eF
+ 2q2eF
)
sinψbl cosψbl + Γr˙eF − Ω˙MReF + 2qpΓeF
)
θbl
+
(
− q˙eF − 2rpeF
)
cosψbl +
(
2ΓrqeF − Γp˙eF
)
sinψbl
)
ζbl
+
((
− 2p2eF + 2q2eF
)
cos2 ψbl + 4qpΓ cosψbleF sinψbl
− 2r2eF −Ω2MReF + 2p2eF + 3ΓreFΩMR
)
θbl +
(
2ΓrqeF − Γp˙eF
)
cosψbl
+
(
2rpeF + q˙eF
)
sinψbl
)
βbl +
(((
− 8ΓreF
+ 6ΩMReF
)
q cosψbl +
(
− 8reF + 6ΓΩMReF
)
p sinψbl
)
θbl
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+
((
− 2eP − 2eL − 8eF
)
p2 +
(
2eP + 2eL + 8eF
)
q2
)
cos2 ψbl
+
((
4eP + 16eF + 4eL
)
Γqp sinψbl +
(
2qyH + 2rzH
)
p− 2rv
+ u˙+ q˙zH + 2qw − 2r2xH − 2q2xH − r˙yH
)
cosψbl
+
(
2Γp2yH +
(
2Γw − 2ΓqxH
)
p− 2ΓrqzH + 2Γr2yH
− 2Γru+
(
− r˙xH + p˙zH − v˙
)
Γ
)
sinψbl
+
(
2eP +2eL+4eF
)
p2− 4q2eF +
(
2eP +2eL
)
r2+
(
− 3eP − 3eL
)
ΓΩMRr
+
(
eP + eL
)
Ω2MR
)
ζbl +
((((
− 2eL − 2eP − 4eF
)
r
+
(
3eL + 3eP + 6eF
)
ΓΩMR
)
p+ 2q˙eF + q˙eP + q˙eL
)
cosψbl
+
(((
2eP + 2eL + 4eF
)
Γr +
(
− 3eL − 6eF − 3eP
)
ΩMR
)
q
+
(
2p˙eF + p˙eP + p˙eL
)
Γ
)
sinψbl − 2p2zH +
(
2rxH + 2v
)
p
− 2q2zH +
(
− 2u+ 2ryH
)
q + w˙ + p˙yH − q˙xH
)
θbl
+
(
4eP + 8eF + 4eL
)
Γqp cos2 ψbl +
(((
2eP + 2eL + 4eF
)
p2
+
(
− 2eL − 2eP − 4eF
)
q2
)
sinψbl + 2Γp
2yH +
(
2Γw
− 2ΓqxH
)
p− 2ΓrqzH + 2Γr2yH − 2Γru+
(
− r˙xH + p˙zH
− v˙
)
Γ
)
cosψbl +
((
− 2qyH − 2rzH
)
p− u˙
− q˙zH + 2q2xH + 2rv + r˙yH − 2qw + 2r2xH
)
sinψbl
+
(
− 2eL − 2eP − 4eF
)
Γqp+
(
− eP − 2eF − eL
)
Ω˙MR +
(
r˙eL
+ r˙eP + 2r˙eF
)
Γ
)
C0 +Mbl
((((
3eF
2ΩMR
− 4ΓreF 2
)
q cosψbl +
(
3ΓeF
2ΩMR − 4reF 2
)
p sinψbl
)
θbl
+
((
−2eLeF −4eF 2−2eP eF
)
p2+
(
4eF
2+2eLeF +2eP eF
)
q2
)
cos2 ψbl
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+
((
4eLeF + 4eP eF + 8eF
2
)
Γqp sinψbl +
(
2rzHeF + 2qyHeF
)
p
− 2q2xHeF + 2qweF − 2r2xHeF − 2rveF +
(
− r˙yH + u˙
+ q˙zH
)
eF
)
cosψbl +
(
2Γp2yHeF +
(
2ΓweF
− 2ΓqxHeF
)
p− 2ΓrqzHeF + 2Γr2yHeF − 2ΓrueF +
(
− r˙xH
+ p˙zH − v˙
)
eFΓ
)
sinψbl +
(
2eF
2 + 2eP eF + 2eLeF
)
p2
− 2q2eF 2 +
(
2eP eF + 2eLeF
)
r2 +
(
− 3eLeF − 3eP eF
)
ΓΩMRr
+
(
eLeF + eP eF
)
Ω2MR
)
ζbl +
((((
− 2eF 2 − 2eLeF
− 2eP eF
)
r +
(
3eF
2 + 3eP eF + 3eLeF
)
ΓΩMR
)
p+ q˙eP eF + q˙eF
2
+ q˙eLeF
)
cosψbl +
(((
2eF
2 + 2eP eF + 2eLeF
)
Γr
+
(
− 3eF 2 − 3eLeF − 3eP eF
)
ΩMR
)
q +
(
p˙eLeF + p˙eF
2
+ p˙eP eF
)
Γ
)
sinψbl − 2p2zHeF +
(
2veF + 2rxHeF
)
p
− 2q2zHeF +
(
− 2ueF + 2ryHeF
)
q +
(
w˙ + p˙yH
− q˙xH
)
eF
)
θbl +
(
4eLeF + 4eF
2 + 4eP eF
)
Γqp cos2 ψbl
+
(((
2eF
2 + 2eP eF + 2eLeF
)
p2 +
(
− 2eF 2 − 2eLeF
− 2eP eF
)
q2
)
sinψbl + 2Γp
2yHeF +
(
2ΓweF
− 2ΓqxHeF
)
p− 2ΓrqzHeF + 2Γr2yHeF − 2ΓrueF +
(
− r˙xH
+ p˙zH − v˙
)
eFΓ
)
cosψbl +
((
− 2qyHeF − 2rzHeF
)
p
+ 2q2xHeF − 2qweF + 2r2xHeF + 2rveF +
(
− u˙− q˙zH
+ r˙yH
)
eF
)
sinψbl +
(
− 2eF 2 − 2eLeF − 2eP eF
)
Γqp
+
(
− eF 2 − eLeF − eP eF
)
Ω˙MR +
(
r˙eP eF + r˙eF
2 + r˙eLeF
)
Γ
)
(112)
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Appendix F: Simulation results
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Figure 7: Trim: roll and pitch angles as a function of body longitudinal
velocity u
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Figure 8: Trim: main and tail rotor collective pitch angles as a function of
body longitudinal velocity u
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Figure 9: Trim: main rotor longitudinal and lateral pitch angles as a function
of body longitudinal velocity u
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Figure 10: Trim: Tip-Path-Plane coning, longitudinal and lateral angles as
a function of body longitudinal velocity u
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Figure 11: Trim: main rotor uniform, longitudinal and lateral inflow veloc-
ities as a function of body longitudinal velocity u
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Figure 12: Trim: roll and pitch angles as a function of body lateral velocity
v
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Figure 13: Trim: main and tail rotor collective pitch angles as a function of
body lateral velocity v
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Figure 14: Trim: main rotor longitudinal and lateral pitch angles as a func-
tion of body lateral velocity v
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Figure 15: Trim: Tip-Path-Plane coning, longitudinal and lateral angles as
a function of body lateral velocity v
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Figure 16: Trim: main rotor uniform, longitudinal and lateral inflow veloc-
ities as a function of body lateral velocity v
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Figure 17: Trim: roll and pitch angles as a function of body vertical velocity
w
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Figure 18: Trim: main and tail rotor collective pitch angles as a function of
body vertical velocity w
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Figure 19: Trim: main rotor longitudinal and lateral pitch angles as a func-
tion of body vertical velocity w
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Figure 20: Trim: Tip-Path-Plane coning, longitudinal and lateral angles as
a function of body vertical velocity w
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Figure 21: Trim: main rotor uniform, longitudinal and lateral inflow veloc-
ities as a function of body vertical velocity w
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Figure 22: Control inputs
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Figure 23: Vehicle motion: response to main rotor collective pitch input (at
hover)
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Figure 24: Control inputs
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Figure 25: Vehicle motion: response to main rotor lateral cyclic pitch input
(at u = 5 m/s)
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Figure 26: Control inputs
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Figure 27: Vehicle motion: response to main rotor longitudinal cyclic pitch
input (at u = 5 m/s)
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Figure 28: Control inputs
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Figure 29: Vehicle motion: response to tail rotor collective pitch input (at
u = 10 m/s)
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